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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine:

(1)

chief ways that white public junior high school principals
of Louisiana keep in contact with modern educational develop
ments;

(2) supervisory practices of the principals and the

supervisory practices which they consider to be of most
importance;

(3) the principals' purposes for engaging in

various supervisory practices and the purposes considered
to be of most importance;

(4) the supervisory practices of

most importance to the white public junior high school
teacher of Louisiana; and (5) the importance of the assist
ance given by principals in various supervisory practices as
evaluated by teachers.
Two sets of questionnaires were prepared based on
twelve supervisory practices— one for use with the princi
pals, the other for use with the teachers.

Principals used

in the study were those principals administering the white
public junior high schools of Louisiana organized on grade
plans of one through nine, six through eight, seven through
eight, and seven through nine.

Questionnaires were sent to
x

seventy-one principals and to two hundred twenty-seven teach
ers.

Fifty-seven principals and one hundred sixty-three

teachers returned questionnaires.
lyzed, and summarized regarding:

Data were compared, ana
(1) principals' evaluation

of "ways" to keep current with educational developments,
supervisory practices, and supervisory purposes;

(2) teach

ers' evaluation of supervisory practices, and principals'
helpfulness in various practices.

Conclusions were drawn

and recorded.
The following is a resume based on an analysis of the
findings.
1.

The principals considered the following "ways" as

most important in keeping current with educational develop
ments:

(a) study of school problems and/or ways to improve

the instructional grogram,

(b) in-service studies by faculty

and/or by principals groups, and (c) regular reading of pro
fessional periodicals.
2.

The principals agreed that the three most impor

tant supervisory practices were as follows:
individual conferences with teachers,

(a) holding

(b) making classroom

observations, and (c) conducting professional faculty meet
ings.
xi

3.

Purposes that the principals had when using a

supervisory practice were determined.

The major purpose is

given for the following supervisory practices:
Professional reading to help teachers discover new
materials.
Individual conference to develop in teachers confi
dence, hope, ambition, enthusiasm, and determination.
Demonstration lessons to demonstrate effective teach
ing material.
Visitation to see some practice or skill demonstrated
we l l .
Professional faculty meetings to unify the efforts of
the entire educational staff.
Classroom observation to discover the needs of teach
ers.
Supervisory bulletins to cite articles in current
magazines, professional or cultural, that the teachers may
be interested in reading with profit.
Summer school attendance and/or extension work to
encourage and to assure professional advancement of teachers.
Testing program to acquaint teachers with p upils1
need.

Experimental research to give teachers new challenges
and to create within them interest.
Curriculum studies to encourage teachers to use
material beyond textbook level of lesson planning.
Consultants to furnish stimulus for continued profes
sional growth in service.
4.

The teachers considered the following supervisory

practices as most important:

(a) the individual conference,

(b) the testing program, and (c) the opportunity to do
experimental work.
5.

The teachers' evaluation of the principals' help

fulness in the various supervisory practices revealed that
most help was gained through:

(a) individual conferences,

(b) professional faculty meetings, and (c) encouragement of
teachers to do professional reading.
6.

Principals and teachers were in agreement that

the most important practice was "holding individual confer
ences with teachers."

However, there were noticeable differ

ences in the ranking of the other practices.

Principals

ranked "classroom observation" second, teachers ranked it
eighth. . Teachers ranked "encouragement to do experimental
work" third, principals ranked it eighth.
xiii

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Supervision is the highest professional level of
administration; it is the level of excellence that is sought
by the professional principal.

The role and importance of

supervision have increased each year with the growing com
plexity of society.

The role of supervision is no longer

limited only to classroom visitation, but it has moved into
a larger realm of influence and purpose.

The total influ

ence that an instructional leader exerts upon his school or
school group for a good instructional program represents
supervision.

As society grows more complex with an ever

accelerating rate of change, the instructional leader must
become more flexible and versatile in his professional ideas,
techniques, and practices.

As concepts, techniques, and

practices change, there is demand for change in supervision.
In order to meet changing conditions the school leader must
keep abreast of current developments in all phases of educa
tion affecting his school.

He must use these new experiences

in a planned supervisory program based on planned practices

2
with meaningful purposes.

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study to determine:

(1)

the chief "ways" that white public junior high school princi
pals of Louisiana keep in contact with modern educational
developments which will aid them in supervision;

(2) the

supervisory practices engaged in by the principals and the
supervisory practices which they consider to be of most
importance;

(3) the principals' purposes for engaging in

various supervisory practices and the purposes they consid
ered to be of most importance;

(4) the supervisory practices

that are most important to the white public junior high
school teachers of Louisiana;

(5) the supervisory practices

in which the principals engage as reported by the teachers;
and (6) the importance of the assistance given by the
principals in the various supervisory practices as evalu
ated by junior high school teachers.

II.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

Since no study of supervision by junior high school
principals has been undertaken before in the State of Louisi
ana, this study should be of interest to educators and those

lay people interested in or concerned with education in
grades seven, eight, and nine of Louisiana's white public
schools.
William R. Eglin'*' completed a related study in 1959.
Eglin's study was an evaluation of instructional supervision
in the public elementary schools of Louisiana.

He pointed

out the need of research in this area as revealed by a Pea
body Survey and the Monroe1s Encyclopedia of Educational
Research.
Efforts to improve the supervisory process have
created a constantly changing pattern of supervision.

With

the increasing growth of the junior high schools in Louisi
ana there have been many changes in the elementary and junior
high school programs, both in administration and curriculum.
Supervision of the 196 0 1s is different from supervision of
ten or twenty years ago.

Leroy S. Norris,

o

in a presentation

^William R. Eglin, "A Study of Instructional Super
vision in Louisiana's Public Elementary Schools"
(unpub
lished Doctor’s dissertation, George Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, 1959).
Leroy S. Norris, "What Are Current Developments in
the Supervisory Responsibility of the Principal in the Junior
High School?" The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals, 43:^87-88, Apri}., 1959. ,

before junior high school principals in 1959, enumerated
eight recent developments that had caused changes in the
process of supervision.

Logically then, studies conducted

as recently as the 19401s will hardly reflect the value of
supervisory procedures in the 1960's.
importance because of the need to:

This study is of

(1) identify practices

of supervision considered important by principals and teach
ers;

(2) identify the purposes that principals considered

important for each supervisory practice in which they are
engaged; and (3) determine the helpfulness of supervisory
aid given by principals as evaluated by teachers.

III.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was chiefly concerned with:

(1) princi

pals' in-service programs for fulfilling their supervisory
obligations;

(2) principals' supervisory practices and pur

poses; and (3) teachers' evaluation of the importance of
various supervisory practices and the degree of principals'
helpfulness in each of the practices.
This study was limited to principals and selected
teachers of white public junior high schools of Louisiana
with grade organizational patterns of one through nine, and
schools administered as junior high schools with patterns

of grades six through eight, grades seven through eight, and
grades seven through nine.

IV.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Junior High School
A junior high school shall be defined as a school
administered as a separate unit with an organizational pat
tern that would include either two or three of the grades
six, seven, eight, or nine and/or any school listed as a
junior high school in the Louisiana School Directory, Session 1960-1961, Bulletin Number 923.
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In addition to these

stipulations all schools with grades one through nine as
listed in the 1960-1961 Louisiana School Directory have been
included in this study as junior high schools.

Supervisory Practice
Throughout this study, the term "supervisory practice"
shall be interpreted as meaning an act performed by the
instructional leader with the intent to improve the instruc
tional program.

^J. Berton Gremillion and Normand H. Edwards, Louisi
ana School Directory, Session 1960-1961, Bulletin No. 923
(Baton Rouge:
State Department of Education of Louisiana,
1960), pp. 59-91.

Supervisory Purpose
A supervisory purpose, as used in this study with
relation to supervisory practice, is an aim that the instruc
tional leader hopes to attain when engaging in a supervisory
practice.

Instructional Leader
This study was centered around the activities of the
school principal in supervision.

The terms "instructional

leader" and "principal" will be synonymous in this study.
The term "instructional leader" is often used as it gives
connotation to the supervisory role of the principal in the
total school program.

V.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

This was a study of supervisory activities of the
white public junior high school principals in Louisiana.
The study was organized so as to present facts that would
reveal:

(1) the "ways" that the white public junior high

school principals of Louisiana keep informed about educa
tional developments;

(2) the supervisory practices in which

these principals engaged and the practices they consider
most important;

(3) the purposes they consider most impor

tant when engaging in the various supervisory practices;

(4)

the supervisory practices that teachers, selected at random
from each faculty, consider to be of most importance;

(5)

the supervisory practices in which teachers considered their
principals to be engaged; and (6) the opinions of the teach
ers regarding the degree of helpfulness received from
principals through their supervisory practices.
A study of research files and library resources was
made regarding previous studies of this nature in Louisiana.
The findings from this survey will be presented in Chapter
II.

In addition to this information a number of related

studies will be reviewed.
Chapter III is a presentation of the design of the
study.

The procedure used, the sources of data, the methods

used in gathering data, and other information regarding the
design of the study are found within the structure of this
chapter.
An analysis has been made of data assimilated from
the principals' and teachers1 questionnaires and this analy
sis will be presented in Chapter IV.

The analysis will be

presented in two phases; the principals' questionnaire being
presented first followed by the teachers' questionnaire.
The final chapter will present a summary of the study
and conclusions drawn from the findings.

In the Appendix will be found the data-gathering
instruments used and other pertinent data .

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH STUDIES

I.

INTRODUCTION

The review of educational literature dealing with
supervision revealed an abundant supply of material.

The

related literature used for this study was limited to that
which would lend to an enriched knowledge of the problem
studied.
a guide:

The review was made with the following purposes as
(1) to search for implications that might point up

trends regarding changing roles in supervision;

(2) to

examine studies that have been completed regarding super
vision in Louisiana;

(3) to discover studies that have

special emphasis on junior high school supervision;

(4) to

determine what educational writers and researchers consider
as important supervisory practices and purposes; and (5) to
gain knowledge from similar studies that would serve to
strengthen this study.
A limited number of books and studies have been select
ed for the content of this chapter.

Only those publications,
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studies, and professional articles which seemed to have the
greatest and most direct bearing on the problem under con
sideration have been reviewed.
A review of educational literature dealing with super
vision indicates that very little was published before 1920.
Much of the published literature prior to 1933, with refer
ence to techniques of supervision, was related to inspectional classroom visits for the purpose of checking on the room
temperature, positions of the window shades, voice of the
teacher, and behavior of the children, and to see if the con
tent was being taught in a manner satisfactory to the super1
visor.
The concept of supervision has gone through periods

y
of transition along with changes in society and educational
programs.

The "head teacher" moved into the role of "princi

pal" and from principal to a larger realm of "supervising
principal."

Today's principals are considered as instruction

al leaders for their schools.

This change in the conception

of supervision was expressed by Victor Houston in 1959 as
follows:

^Harold Spears, "Can a Supervisory Leopard Change His
Spots?" Educational Leadership, 3:154, January, 1946.
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At the turn of the century the role of the
supervisor was regarded as that of examiner and
critic.
This concept changed slowly.
Later we
moved to the next higher concept in which the
supervisor came to be regarded as a guide in
developing programs of in-service education.
Later the supervisor came to be regarded as a
consultant in curriculum development. Now he is
looked upon as an educational leader. This means
that he must possess real competence in working
with his colleagues as well as high-level, tech
nical competence in curriculum development. But
even here our terminology reveals the alarming
extent to which we have not fully accepted new
concepts that contradict old ones. We expect the
supervisor to play the role of "guide" and "con
sultant" while we at the same time designate him
as a "supervisor." Any principal who pays
serious attention to the real meaning of words
will readily recognize that it is impossible to
play these contradictory roles simultaneously.2

II.

LOUISIANA STUDIES

A survey of Louisiana studies of supervision reveal
ed only a small number of investigations.

One of the

earliest studies was a thesis by Sylvester Craft

3

in 1929.

Craft1s study was of the supervisory activities of the

Victor M. Houston, "What Are
in the Supervisory Responsibility of
Senior High School," The Bulletin of
tion of Secondary School Principals,

Current Developments
the Principal in the
the National Associa
43:140, April, 1959.

^Sylvester Craft, "The Supervisory Activities of the
Elementary School Principal" (unpublished Master's thesis,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1929).
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elementary school principal.

A more recent study of super

vision in relation to elementary schools of Louisiana was
made by William R. E g l m .

4

He sought to determine the

nature and status of instructional supervision in the ele
mentary schools of Louisiana's sixty-seven public school
systems, to show the development of supervision in the state,
to obtain an evaluation of Louisiana's instructional super
vision programs in terms of nine characteristics of good
supervision, and to make recommendations concerning the
improvement of the program of supervision in the public ele
mentary schools in the State of Louisiana.

This study re

vealed (1) a large majority of the instructional supervisors
in Louisiana were qualified and actively engaged in the
process of supervision;

(2) too many supervisors were handi

capped by teacher tenure, large supervisor-teacher ratio and
a large teacher-pupil ratio; and (3) eleven of forty-seven
supervisory functions checked by supervisors were listed as
not helpful.

Twenty-six were considered helpful in improving

instruction.

Thirteen of the highest ranked functions per

formed by the respondents were those reported in a previous

^William R. Eglin, "A Study of Instructional Super
vision in Louisiana's Public Elementary Schools" (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1959), pp. vii-viii.
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study as having been performed most frequently or regularly
by educators across the nation.

The functions generally

involved participation in professional organizations, assist
ing teachers to solve problems through individual conferences,
and the use of workshops and worktype meetings.

These func

tions were determined from a checklist used by the supervisor
in the study.

The checklist was composed of forty-seven

supervisory functions and are those used in a study conducted
by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development in 1945.

5

A thesis by William G. Bailey^ was similar to this
study.

Bailey's study is different in that it was an

evaluation of practices and purposes of general supervisors
of Louisiana.

The use of teacher evaluation was included

in the study.

Teachers used were those of Jackson, Winn,

and Lincoln parishes.

The teachers ranked the same super

visory activities and purposes that general supervisors had

^Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop
ment, Leadership Through Supervision, 1946 Yearbook (Wash
ington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1946), pp.
38-39.
William G. Bailey, "An Evaluation of Supervision in
Louisiana with Special Reference to the Parishes of Jackson,
Winn, and Lincoln" (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, 1939), pp. i-124.
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ranked.

Of the twelve supervisory activities used by Bailey

all but three of the activities were used in the writer's
questionnaire.

The first, second, and third supervisory

activities as ranked by general supervisors were:
vidual conference,

(1) indi

(2) observation, and (3) helping teachers

to understand and to adjust courses of study to prevailing
conditions.

The teachers ranked the first three activities

in the same order as did the supervisors but ranked "teach
e r s ’ meeting" tenth instead of fourth.
A more recent attempt to evaluate supervision in
Louisiana was made by the Louisiana School Supervisors Asso
ciation^ in 1958.

This was an action-research study involv

ing the keeping of time-logs and the writing of descriptive
accounts of supervisory incidents occurring on set dates.
This study involved both principals and supervisors.
purposes of the study were:

The

(1) to get a more accurate

picture of what Louisiana supervisors do;

(2) to gain more

insight into how they perform their responsibilities; and
(3) to evaluate the recurring supervisory practices.

It was

found that 40.5 per cent of the supervisors' activities

7The Louisiana School Supervisors Association, Louisi
ana Supervisors Examine Their Practices (Baton Rouge:
The
Louisiana School Supervisors' Association, 1958), pp. 2-11.

related directly to improving instruction.

The per cent

indirectly related to improving instruction was 5.5.

Forty-

eight per cent of the activities could not be classified as
related or unrelated on the basis of data obtained.

It was

found that 6.0 per cent of the activities probably had little
or no relation to improving instruction.

The data regarding

time consumed by supervisors revealed that 49.28 per cent
of the supervisors' time was spent on activities directly
related to improving instruction.

It was found that 7.13

per cent of the supervisors' time was spent on activities
indirectly related to improving instruction and that 40.55
per cent could not be classified as related or unrelated to
improving instruction.

Activities unrelated to improving

instruction accounted for only 3.04 per cent.

The partici

pants found that most of the time was spent in visiting in
classrooms.

This was a major activity of supervisors.

The

Louisiana Supervisors' Association concluded that research
was needed in relation to several problems in supervision.
The following are some of the problems listed that relate
to the writer's study; namely,

(1) to find out which super

visory sources Louisiana teachers think are most helpful;
(2) to identify the supervisory practices which, though sup
ported by the research and the literature, are not being
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used; and (3) to find out what supervisors do through the
use of a larger sample.
It was pointed up by this group, representing super
vision in Louisiana, that additional studies on supervision
should be undertaken by individuals and groups of superO

visors.

With this recommendation in mind it is hoped that

this study contributes to the progress of supervision in
Louisiana.

III.

OTHER RELATED STUDIES

The writer made a survey of teacher evaluation of
supervision for the purposes of:

(1) determining if the

evidence available has solved the problem adequately with
out further investigation;

(2) seeking ideas to aid in

teacher evaluation of supervision;

(3) discovering suggested

methods of research that would be of value in solving the
problem;

(4) locating comparative data that might be useful

in interpretation of results; and (5) improving the general
scholarship of the investigator pertaining to this problem.

8Ibid., pp. 59-66.
9Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates,
The Methodology of Educational Research (New York:
D.
Appleton-Century Company, 1941), pp. 104-105.
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Henry A n t e l l ^ in a study to test teacher appraisal
of the worth of the common supervisory practices selected
twenty-five of the most common practices of supervision and
made them a part of a questionnaire sent to representative
elementary teachers in eight selected schools, ranging from
extreme conservatism to extreme progressivism.

The teach

ers in these schools were asked to signify whether the
practices were very helpful (VH), of little help (LH), of
no help whatever (NH), or actually detrimental (AD).

If

the teacher served in a school where a practice was non
existent, she was to mark NC, signifying "no contact."

The

result of that study is found in Table I.
Antell1s 11 analysis of teacher appraisal revealed
■

twelve practices that were listed by at least fifty per cent
of the teachers as very helpful.
frequently were:
in school;

The three listed most

(1) availability of professional library

(2) the supervisor acts as a consultant or tech

nical advisor; and (3) demonstration lessons.

Grade confer

ences and intervisitation were high on the list of helpful
techniques.

Practices most frequently mentioned as being

l^Henry Antell, "Teachers Appraise Supervision,"
Journal of Educational Research, 38:606-11, April, 1945.
•^Ibid. , pp. 608-609.

TABLE I
ANTELL'S* TABLE ON TEACHER APPRAISAL OF COMMON SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
Practices by Principal
Demonstration lessons ........................................
Teachers' meetings where supervisor discusses routines. . . .
Individual conference with supervisor .......................
Grade conference to discuss common problems .................
Availability of professional library in school...............
A daily 2-second visit by supervisor..........................
In-service courses or workshops ..............................
Commendation for outstanding service to
Board of Education at end of t e r m .........................
Intervisitation . .............................................
An educational lecture at school by an outside speaker. . . .
Teachers' panel discussion....................................
Directed reading...............................................
A teacher-conducted conference after school .................
Visiting an outstanding school................................
A daily morning bulletin to teachers..........................
Formal observations by supervisor whenever he sees fit. . . .
Formal observations by supervisor only on call...............
Participation in course-of-study making .....................
Participation in the formulation of school policies ........

VH

LH

NH

NC

AD

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

74
39
67
73
86
11
63

12
46
22
19
10
31
25

1
11
3
5
0
31
4

13
3
8
3
4
17
8

0
0
0
0
0
10
0

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

32
67
49
42

. . .

30

.
.
.
.
.

25
8
24
56
70

25
24
25
38
36
39
16
31
39
37
20
14

20
5
4
11
13
12
4
16
29
20
6
3

13
4
21
9
8
16
7
26
4
12
18
13

10
0
1
0
1
3
0
2
20
7
0
0

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

*Data from Henry Antell's Table I, "Teachers Appraise Supervision," Journal of
j Educational Research, 38:607, April, 1945.
(Numbers should be read as per cents of all
the reporting teachers.)
H*

00

TABLE I (Continued)

Practices by Principal
Teachers1 interest committee in the school..........................
A comprehensive testing program and a supervision with analysis . .
An after-school conference with open
discussion of a topic of interest ................................
The supervisor acts as a consultant or technical adviser...........
Rigid adherence of each teacher to a fixed daily program...........
The supervisor stays away from classrooms as much as possible . . .

VH

LH

NH

NC

AD

51
39

20
33

4
13

24
9

1
6

65
81
3
30

19
11
4
15

7
3
18
24

8
5
10
16

1
0
65
15

VH— Very Helpful; LH— of Little Help; NH— of No Help whatever; NC- -No Contact with
the Practice; AD— Actually Detrimental.

M
<x>
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actually detrimental were:

(1) rigid adherence of each

teacher to a fixed daily program;

(2) formal observation by

the supervisor whenever he sees fit; and (3) the supervisor
stays away from the classroom as much as possible.
final implications of this study were:

The

(1) supervisors and

teachers must have an agreement upon the real purposes and
techniques of supervision; and (2) supervisors must con
stantly evaluate supervisory practices if they are to improve
teachers in service.
In a study to examine, report, compare, and analyze
the supervisory services offered and the supervisory serv
ices desired at the elementary level in the Indianapolis
Public Schools, Palmer 12 interviewed seventy-nine teachers,
forty-one principals, and fourteen general elementary con
sultants.

He concluded that elementary teachers wanted more

written evaluation, more demonstration lessons, better pro
fessional library facilities, and help in art and music.
Beginning teachers indicated a need for more experience with
intervisitation and help in individual work.

The supervisors

l^wayne Robert Palmer, "A Study of Existing and De
sired Supervisory Services in the Indianapolis Public Schools"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Indiana University,
Indianapolis, 1955), pp. i-207.
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placed more value on classroom visitation than did the class
room teachers.

The study revealed that the supervisors

thought they were giving more help than the teachers indi
cated they were receiving.
B r a d f i e l d ’1-^

studied the returned questionnaires of

472 elementary teachers in Arkansas in an effort to determine
the extent to which practices of supervision in selected
elementary schools of Arkansas are consistent with generally
accepted principles of supervision.

A total of 745 question

naires was sent to 50 elementary principals who distributed
the questionnaires among the teachers of the respective
schools.
Bradfield considered the stimulation of teachers to
self-improvement and professional growth was a highly pro
fessional duty of supervisory leaders.

Seventy per cent of

the teachers replying rated stimulation to self-improvement
as being used to a "great degree."

Eighty-six per cent

rated availability of professional literature for teacher
use as. "average. "

About eighty-six per cent of the teachers

-*-^Luther E. Bradfield, "The Extent to Which Super
visory Practices in Selected Elementary Schools of Arkansas
Are Consistent with Generally Accepted Principles of Super
vision" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Indiana Univer
sity, Indianapolis, 1953), pp. i-256.
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said they were given an opportunity to grow and advance
through study and experimentation to at least an "average"
extent.

A total of seventy per cent replied that they were

encouraged to try new teaching procedure to a "great" or
"very great" degree.
The top five supervisory techniques used to the
extent of "very great" or "great" degree were:
meeting;
(4)

(2) group conference;

(1) faculty

(3) professional associations;

educational motion pictures; and (5) individual confer

ences .
A list was made of the most helpful supervisory tech
niques in order of frequency of mention by the teachers.
The top five techniques mentioned were:

(1) teachers are

free to choose methods and materials which will be used in
the classroom to meet the needs and interests of the pupils;
(2) teachers are given opportunity to present any problem
to the principal or supervisor and to discuss ways and means
for dealing with it;

(3) teachers are made to feel a sense

of belonging and personal worth;

(4) supervisory assistance

is available upon request; and (5) teachers are free, within
a framework, to plan the program with their children indivi
dually and in groups.

Individual conferences ranked tenth.

Recommendations were made and placed under the
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categories of general and specific.

General recommendations

encouraged (1) supervisors, principals, and teachers to work
together more closely in a supervisory program;

(2) consider

ation for more released time for principals to supervise and
more concentration on supervision; and (3) continuous evalu
ation of various individual and group procedures of super
vision.

Some of the fifteen specific recommendations

included are:

(1) more inter-school visitation;

(2) more

professional reading material with more effective guidance
in a professional reading and study program;
shop experiences;

(3) more work

(4) evaluation of indiscriminate use of

teacher rating scales; and (4) teachers encouraged to engage
in more research and experimentation.
The study of related literature and research pointed
up a need for constant evaluation of supervisory practices
and their effectiveness.

Educators, individually and collec

tively, were encouraged to engage in research projects to
improve supervision.

The need of this type of research is

evident in the following statement by Wiles.
The most effective way of supervising has not
been determined.
In fact, most teachers do not feel
that supervision, as they know it, is helpful.
For
example, only four per cent of the teachers in Indi
ana feel that the supervision they have is good.
And Indiana teachers are not the exceptions!
In
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Pennsylvania, when Mort and Cornell asked 2,416
teachers where they secured ideas for changes
they had made or would like to make, only 35
mentioned the local supervisor.
Teachers ranked
suggestions from local supervisors twenty-third
on the list of sources of new ideas. More suc
cessful supervisory practices must be found.^

York:

l^Kimball Wiles, Supervision for Better Schools (New
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 3.

CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This chapter explains the design of the study.

The

procedures that were used are described, the sources of
data are identified, the method of gathering data is explain
ed, and the data-gathering instruments used are described.
The method used may be termed as the "normative-survey"
method or the "descriptive research"'*' method.

Because of

the statewide distribution of the informational sources and
of the number involved in the study, the writer used the
questionnaire inquiry technique.

I.

QUESTIONNAIRES

Two questionnaires, one for principals and one for
teachers, were developed.

They were based on studies by the

Ijohn W. Best, Research in Education (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959), pp. 102103.
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Louisiana School Supervisors Association,

o

o

Bailey,J Antell,

and similar studies as reviewed in Chapter II.

A

Much of the

information used in the questionnaire was the result of a
study by authorities in supervision, particularly the work
of Briggs.

5

The principals selected for this study were princi
pals of the white public junior high schools of Louisiana
as defined in this study.

The mailing list of the seventy-

one principals was compiled from the Louisiana School
CL

Directory

for the Session of 1960-1961.

The teachers participating in this study were selected
from the Annual Reports of the seventy-one schools for the

^Louisiana School Supervisors Association, Louisiana
Supervisors Examine Their Practices (Baton Rouge:
Louisi
ana School Supervisors Association, July, 1958).
■^William G. Bailey, "An Evaluation of Supervision in
Louisiana with Special Reference to the Parishes of Jackson,
Winn, and Lincoln" (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, 1939).
^Henry Antell, "Teachers Appraise Supervision,"
Journal of Educational Research, 38:60b-ll, April, 1945.
^Thomas H. Briggs, Improving Instruction (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1939).
^J. Berton Gremillion and Normand H. Edwards, Louisi
ana School Directory, Session 1960-61, Bulletin No. 923
(Baton Rouge:
State Department of Education of Louisiana,
1960), pp. 50-91.

session 1960-1961.

The Annual Reports are on file in the

State Department of Education.

The mailing list of teach

ers was obtained by selecting every tenth teacher's name
from the list of teachers reported in the Annual Report of
1960-1961 beginning with the fifth teacher listed on the
report.

Teachers in their first year of teaching were not

used in this study.

When a first year teacher was selected,

due to the selection method, this teacher was replaced by
the junior high teacher whose name appeared first on the
Annual Report.

Principal-Questionnaire
A questionnaire consisting of three parts was sent to
seventy-one principals of the white public junior high
schools of Louisiana.

The junior high schools had grade

organizational patterns of grades one through nine, six
through eight, seven through eight, and grades seven through
nine.
Part I of the questionnaire pertained to "ways" that
instructional leaders keep informed about developments in
education.

This section was used to determine:

(1) the

“ways" that Louisiana white public junior high principals
keep in contact with modern developments in education, and
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(2) the "ways" they consider most important.

A number of

"ways" that principals keep informed about educational
developments were listed.

This list could be supplemented

by participating principals with "ways" they might suggest
as being of importance.

The principals were requested to

rate these "ways" according to an importance rating scale.
The rating scale was devised as follows:

(1) if a "way"

(or a practice in Part II, or a purpose in Part III) was of
major importance it received a value of five;

(2) if it was

of minor importance it received a value of three;

(3) if it

was not used or of no importance it received a value of one.
The ratings were compiled and the result shown in Chapter IV.
Part II of the principal-questionnaire was designed
so as to determine the supervisory practices of the princi
pals used in this study.

Twelve supervisory practices were

selected for this section after an examination of similar
studies and a review of literature pertaining to supervision.
The principals were requested to add to this list other
practices that were part of their supervisory program but
were omitted from the questionnaire.

By rating the impor

tance of each practice the principals also indicated those
practices that constituted their supervisory program.
Principals were asked to indicate the practice they
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considered more important than all other practices.

This

was done in an attempt to distinguish the most important
practice in the event several practices received the same
rating value through use of the rating scale.

An analysis

of the data is presented in Chapter IV.
Purposes that the junior high principals hold as
reasons for participating in various supervisory practices
were studied through the use of Part III of the principal's
questionnaire.
The twelve general supervisory practices listed in
Part II were studied by the writer in considering purposes
that an educator might hold for using a supervisory prac
tice, principals were questioned, studies by authorities on
supervision were consulted, and the writer made use of his
past experience as a supervising principal in preparing the
list of practices.

Purposes that an educator should consider

when using a supervisory practice were listed under each of
the twelve practices.

Further improvement to this section

was made through suggestions by members of a summer school
graduate class at Louisiana State University to whom this
questionnaire was administered.
The principals were requested to rate the purposes
listed under each supervisory practice by using the same
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rating scale of importance as used in Part I.

It was hoped

that the supervisory purposes of the white public junior
high school principals of Louisiana could be determined by
this method.

The results were compiled, analyzed, and pre

sented in Chapter IV.
The principals were given an opportunity to express
their opinions regarding supervision in the final section
of the questionnaire where space was provided for their
comments.

Selected comments were used in Chapter IV.

The writer attended the annual spring conference of
the Louisiana Principals Association in 1961.

The junior

high school principals section had selected as the topic
for discussion,

"The Role of the Principal in Supervision."

The writer, participating in this discussion program, told
the group of this proposed study and requested their co
operation in the study.

In the summer of 1961 a letter was

sent to forty-three junior high school principals to ascer
tain how many would aid in this study.

A post card was

enclosed with the letter for a return answer.

Seventy per

cent of those questioned indicated they would cooperate in
the study.

In October, 1961, seventy-one questionnaires

were mailed to the principals of the selected junior high
schools.

Each questionnaire was accompanied by a cover
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letter which explained the purpose of the study and asked
for the principal's cooperation.
naire was a self-addressed,

Enclosed with the question

stamped envelope for the princi

pal's convenience in returning the questionnaire.

A copy of

the letter and questionnaire are in Appendix A of this
study.
In December of 1961, forty-six of the questionnaires
had been returned.

A follow-up letter was sent to principals

failing to return questionnaires and by January, 1962, eleven
other questionnaires were returned.

A total of fifty-seven

questionnaires were returned, giving an eighty per cent
return.

The data are found in Table II of this study.
The incoming questionnaires were divided into two

categories and tabulated.

One category constituted those

questionnaires from principals of schools with grades one
through nine organization.

The other category included

questionnaires of principals from schools with grade organ
izational patterns of six, seven, and eight; seven and eight;
and seven, eight, and nine.

A tabulation and analysis of

each category were made to determine if there were any vari
ations regarding supervision between junior high schools on
a three-grade basis arid those on a one through nine basis.
A total tabulation of both categories was made and an
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TABLE II
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY

Organizational
Grade Pattern
of School

Number of
Principals
Selected
For Study

Total

Per Cent

26

17

65.4

7 - 8 - 9

30

26

86.7

9

8

88.9

6

6

100.0

71

57

80.3

00
i
r"
l

1 - 9

7 - 8
Total

NOTE:
Table II should read thus:
Of schools organ
ized on a grade pattern of one through nine, twenty-six
principals participated in this study. A total of seven
teen returned questionnaires.
This gave a 65.4 per cent
return for this group.
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analysis presented.
The number and percentage of each group responding
to the questionnaire are shown in Table II.

Teacher-Questionnaire
A questionnaire consisting of two parts was sent to
227 teachers in the white public junior high schools of
Louisiana.

These teachers were chosen at random from the

Annual Reports of the seventy-one junior high schools
selected for this study.
The packet mailed to each of the teachers contained:
(1) the questionnaire;
cooperation;

(2) a cover letter requesting their

(3) a sheet explaining purpose of the study

and requesting information as to the school organizational
pattern, size of faculty, and size of student body;

(4) a

sheet for the teacher's comments regarding supervision in
general; and (5) a self-addressed, stamped envelope for
returning the questionnaire.
Part I of the questionnaire dealt with teachers.1
evaluation of the importance of various supervisory practices.
The same list of twelve general supervisory practices select
ed for the principal1s questionnaire was used in the teach
er's questionnaire.

This was done so as to compare teachers'
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evaluation of supervisory practices with those of the princi
pals.

Teachers could add to the suggested list those super

visory practices they considered important but which were
not included in the list.

The teachers were given the same

rating scale for this section that was used in the princi
pal's questionnaire.
Part II of the questionnaire was used to determine:
(1) the supervisory practices in which principals engaged as
evaluated by the teacher, and (2) the helpfulness of the
principal in performing his supervisory practices.

The same

twelve general supervisory practices were used in order to
have uniformity throughout the study.

Teachers were re

quested to consider only the school session of 1960-1961
when responding to the questionnaire.

This request was made

in order to establish a definite period for the teachers'
evaluation.
The rating scale for this section was given careful
study.

Several rating scales were used in experiments with

graduate students until a scale was developed with a range
of five measures of helpfulness.

The scale ranged from Very

Helpful (VH) through Little Help (LH), No Help (NH), Actually
Detrimental (AD), and included, No Contact with Practice (NC).
The final page of the questionnaire provided a section
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for teachers to comment on supervision in general.

Select

ed comments are presented in Chapter IV.
In October, 1961, teacher-questionnaires were mailed
to 227 white public junior high school teachers employed in
the seventy-one selected junior high schools.

By the end

of October, 1961, the teachers had ceased returning the
questionnaires.

The teachers seemed somewhat reluctant to

return the questionnaires.

However, after a follow-up

letter and a visit to a number of schools by the writer, a
total of 163 or 71.8 per cent of the questionnaires were
returned.

The number and percentage of each group respond

ing to the questionnaire are shown in Table III.
The incoming teacher-questionnaires were divided into
two groups:

(1) teachers in schools with organizational

pattern of grades one through nine; and (2) teachers in
schools with organizational patterns of six through eight,
seven through eight and seven through nine.

The analysis

of these two groups was made to determine if there was any
difference in teacher-evaluation of supervision due to dif
ferent type of school organization.

A composite analysis

was made using the two groups and reported in Chapter IV.
A copy of the principal's questionnaire, teacher’s
questionnaire, cover letters, follow-up letter, and other
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TABLE III
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS OF LOUISIANA PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY

Organizational
Grade Pattern
of School

Number of
Teachers
Selected
For Study

Total

Per Cent

74

48

67.6

116

89

76.8

6 - 7 - 8

23

14

60.9

7 - 8

14

12

85.7

227

163

71.8

Total

1

-j
i
00

1 - 9

NOTE:
Table III should read thus:
Of schools
organized on a grade pattern of one through nine, seventyfour teachers were selected for this study. A total of
forty-eight returned questionnaires.
This gave a 67.6 per
cent returned for this group.
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instruments used in collecting data for the study are in
cluded in the Appendix.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
*

The presentation and analysis of data obtained from
the questionnaires are made in this chapter.
sections included are:

The three

(1) principals' questionnaires,

(2)

teachers' questionnaires, and (3) comparison of principals'
and teachers' evaluation of supervisory practices.
The section regarding principals' questionnaires
deals with that part of the investigation which shows:

(1)

the chief "ways" used by the white public junior high school
principals of Louisiana to keep current with educational
developments;

(2) general supervisory practices in which

these principals engaged and their evaluation of the impor
tance of these practices; and (3) the purposes held by these
principals for participating in the general supervisory
practices and the importance of each purpose.

Comments by

principals on supervision are included in this section.
The section on teachers' questionnaires presents
an evaluation by selected white public junior high school
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teachers of Louisiana in regard to:

(1) the general super

visory practices; and (2) the degree of the principals'
helpfulness in these supervisory practices.

General com

ments by teachers regarding supervision are presented in
this section.
The final section of the chapter is devoted to a
comparison between the principals' and the teachers' evalu
ations of general supervisory practices.
Tables are used extensively to present the data
analyzed.

The items in the tables are arranged in descend

ing order of importance as ranked by reporting principals
and teachers.

The "ranking method" involved the assignment

of a numerical value, based on degrees of importance or
value, to the activity under study.

For example, a super

visory practice engaged in and considered as being of "major
importance" was given a rating of five; one of "minor impor
tance" was assigned a value of three; and one not considered
important was assigned a value of one.
the sum total of the ratings.

The rank depended on

Per cents were used in the

tables as a basis for comparison of practices as ranked by
principals and by teachers.
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I.

ANALYSIS OP THE PRINCIPALS' QUESTIONNAIRES

“Ways11 that Principals Keep Current with
Educational Developments
The data in Table IV show the relative importance of
the "ways" that white public junior high school principals
of Louisiana in schools with grades one through nine keep
current with educational developments.

Ranked first in im

portance was "the study of school problems and/or ways to
improve the instructional program."

Eighty-eight and two-

tenths per cent of these principals indicated that it is the
most valued "way" a principal can keep current with educa
tional developments.

Ranked second and third in importance

were the following:
Second, "in-service studies by faculty and/or princi
pals' groups."
Tied for third, "attending educational conferences or
meetings," and "regular reading of professional periodicals."
The "way," "reading of general nature outside the
field of education," was ranked as the least important with
23.5 per cent indicating this "way" to be of no value in
keeping current with educational developments.
Data relative to the "ways" that white public junior

TABLE IV
CHIEF "WAYS" THAT WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA,
GRADES ONE THROUGH NINE, KEEP CURRENT WITH EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Ways

Study of school problems and/or ways to
improve the instructional program . .
In-service studies by faculty and/or by
principal groups.....................
Attending educational conferences
or meetings ..........................
Regular reading of professional
periodicals ..........................
Attendance at professional school . . .
Membership in educational organizations
Reading of professional books ........
Visitation of other schools . . . . . .
Reading of general nature outside the
field of education...................

Evaluation of "Ways" by
Seventeen Principals
Most Value Minor Value No Value
(5)
(3)
(1)
Per
Per
Per
No. Cent
No . Cent
No . Cent

Total
Rating

Rank

. 15

88.2

2

11.8

0

0

81

1

. 13

76.5

3

17.6

1

5.9

75

2

70.6

4

23.5

1

5.9

73

3.5

70.6
64.7
47.1
41.2
29.4

4
4
9
9
11

23.5
23.5
52.9
52.9
64.7

1
2
0
1
1

5.9
11.8
0
5.9
5.9

73
69
67
63
59

3.5
5
6
7
8

29.4

8

47.1

4

23.5

53

9

. 11
. 8
. 7
. 5

NOTE: Table IV should read thus:
Fifteen of the seventeen principals, or 88.2 per
cent, elected as "most valuable" the W a y , "Study of school problems and/or ways to improve
the instructional program"; two principals, or 11.8 per cent, considered this Way of "minor
value." None of the principals considered it "not valuable." This Wav received a total
rating of eighty-one, the highest rating, thus ranking it number one.
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high school principals of Louisiana in schools operating on
the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plan keep current with educational devel
opments are presented in Table V.

These data show that 82.5

per cent of these principals indicated that "the study of
school problems and/or ways to improve the instructional
program" was the most valued "way" in keeping current with
educational developments.

The other top-ranking "ways" are

as follows:
Tied for second, "in-service studies by faculty and/
or by principals' groups," and "regular reading of profes
sional periodicals."
"Reading of general nature outside the field of
education" was ranked as the least important "way" with 15.0
per cent of the reporting principals indicating this "way"
to be of no value in keeping current with educational devel
opments.

"Attendance at professional school," ranked next

to last in importance? however, 17.5 per cent of the princi
pals indicated this "way" to be of no value.
The "ways" to keep current in educational develop
ments as ranked by the fifty-seven responding principals are
shown in Table VI.

These rankings are presented for both

groups of principals for the purpose of comparison.

The

main difference between the two groups was found in the

TABLE V
CHIEF "WAYS" THAT PRINCIPALS OF WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA,
6-3-3 OR 6-2-4 GRADE PLAN, KEEP CURRENT WITH EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
Evaluation of "Ways"
_____ By Forty Principals__________
Ways
Most Value Minor Value No Value
(5)
(3)
(1)
Per
Per
Per
____________________________________________ No. Cent
No. Cent
No. Cent
Study of school problems and/or
ways to improve the instructional
5.0
program ..............................
33 82.5
5 12.5
2
In-service studies by faculty and/or
by principals groups.................
31 77.5
2
5.0
7 17.5
Regular reading of professional
31 77.5
2
5.0
periodicals ..........................
7 17.5
Attending educational conferences
or meetings ..........................
29 72.5
1
2.5
10 25.0
Reading of professional books .........
21 52.5
16 40.0
3
7.5
2.5
16 40.0
1
Visitation of other schools ...........
23 57.5
4 10.0
Membership in educational organizations
17 42.5
19 47.5
16 40.0
7 17.5
Attendance at professional school . . .
17 42.5
Reading of general nature outside
9 22.5
25 62.5
6 15.0
the field of education...............

Total
Rating

Rank

182

1

178

2.5

178

2.5

176
156
150
146
140

4.0
5
6
7
8

126

9

NOTE:
Table V should read thus:
Thirty-three of the forty reporting principals, or
82.5 per cent, elected as "most valuable" the W a v , "Study of school problems and/or ways to
improve the instructional program"; five principals, or 12.5 per cent, considered this Way
as of "minor value." Two principals, or five per cent, considered this Wav of "no value."
This Wav received a total rating of 182, the highest rating, thus ranking it number one.
|

TABLE VI
RANKING OF "WAYS" THAT WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA
KEEP CURRENT WITH EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Ways

Study of school problems and/or ways
to improve the instructional program. .
In-service studies by faculty and/or
by principals groups...................
Regular reading of professional
periodicals . . . . . .................
Attending educational conferences
or meetings ............................
Reading of professional books ...........
Membership in educational organizations .
Attendance at professional school . . . .
Visitation of other schools .............
Reading of general nature outside the
field of education.....................

Principals of
Schools
Grades 1 - 9
Total
Ratinq Rank

Principals of
Junior High
Schools Based
on 6-3-3 or
6-2-4 Plan
Total
Ratinq
Rank

Principals of
57 Schools
Reporting For
This Study
Total
Ratinq Rank

81

1

182

1

263

1

75

2

178

2.5

253

2

73

3.5

178

2.5

251

3

73
63
67
69
59

3.5
7
6
5
8

176
156
146
140
150

4
5
7
8
6

249
219
213
209
209

4
5
6
7.5
7.5

53

9

126

9

179

9

grades one through nine
NOTE:
Table VI should be read thus: Principals of schools, '
gave a total rating of 81 to the W a v , "Study of school problems and/or ways to improve the
instructional program," and ranked it first as the most important Way to keep current with
educational developments. Principals of junior high schools in a organization pattern of
6-3-3 or 6-2-4 gave the same Way a total rating of 182 and ranked it first. The composite ^
'score of the two groups was 263, the largest rating, thus ranking this Way as number one.
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"way," "attendance at professional school."

The principal

of the one through nine junior high schools ranked this
"way" number five, whereas the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 junior high
school principals ranked this "way" as eighth.
Pifty-seven reporting principals ranked "the study of
school problems and/or ways to improve the instructional pro
gram" as the most important "way" to keep current with educa
tional developments.

In second and third places, as ranked

by all the principals, are the following:
Second,

"in-service studies by faculty and/or by

principal groups";
Third,

"regular reading of professional periodicals."

The total group ranked,

"reading of general nature

outside the field of education," as being the least important
"way. "
In addition to the data furnished by the principals
and presented in Tables IV through VI the principals were
requested to list other "ways" they considered important in
keeping current with educational development.

Only a few

principals added other "ways," they were:
1.

Participating in Foundations' experiments.

2.

Workshops for two or three weeks duration, design

ed to help improve principals as administrators, supervisors,

and educators, could be very helpful in this state.
Principals were asked to indicate the one "way" they
considered most important.
this request.

Eleven principals responded to

Of the eleven, six selected,

"reading of pro

fessional periodicals," three selected "in-service studies
by the faculty and/or by principals' groups," and two
selected "visitation in other schools."

General Practices of Supervision as Evaluated
by Principals
Table VII shows data relative to the evaluation of
supervisory practices engaged in by principals of white
junior high schools of Louisiana organized on a one through
nine plan.

This group of principals ranked two practices as
II

being of equal importance.

They were:

(1) holding indivi

dual conferences with teachers," and (2) "making classroom
observations." The next three practices received the same
ratings, thereby ranking them fourth.

These practices are

listed in Table VII.
Two practices were in the lowest ranking position.
These practices were:

(1) "doing visitation and arranging

for teachers to do visitations within the school and in
other schools," and (2) "arranging for demonstration lessons.

TABLE VII
EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES ENGAGED IN BY PRINCIPALS OF WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, ONE THROUGH NINE GRADE PLAN
Importance of Practices Engaged in
by Seventeen Reporting Principals
Practices
Major Impor- Minor ImporNo Impor- Total Rank
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1) Ratinq
Per
Per
Per
_______________________________________ No. Cent___ No.
Cent
No. Cent
Holding individual conferences
with t e a c h e r s ........................
Making classroom observations ...........
Conducting professional faculty
meetings..............................
Doing professional reading and encourag
ing teachers to do professional reading
Conducting and assisting teachers in a
testing p r o g r a m ......................
Encouraging experimental work ...........
Using outside consultants and encourag
ing teachers to serve as consultants.
Encouraging and arranging for teachers
to participate in curriculum studies.
Encouraging summer school attendance,
and/or extension work .................

16
16

94.1
94.1

1
1

5.9
5.9

0
0

0
0

83
83

1.5
1.5

10

58.8

7

41.2

0

0

71

4

58.8

7

41.2

0

0

71

4

5

58.8
29.4

7
12

41.2
70.6

0
0

0
0

71
61

4
6.5

.

6

35.3

10

58.8

1

5.9

61

6.5

.

5

29.4

11

64.7

1

5.9

59

8.5

7

41.2

7

41.2

3

17.6

59

8.5

10
10

TABLE VII (Continued)

Practices

Importance of Practices Engaged in
by Seventeen Reporting Principals
Major Impor Minor Impor- No Impor Total Rank
tance (1) Rating
tance
tance
ts)
Per
Per
Per
No. Cent
No Cent
No.
Cent
.

Using supervisory bulletins .............
Doing visitation and arranging for
. teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools . . . .
Arranging for demonstration
lessons ................................

m

,

3

17.6

11

64.8

3

17.6

51

10

3

17.6

10

58.8

4

23.6

49

11.5

2

11.8

12

70.6

3

17.6

49

11.5

Note: Table VII should read thus:
Sixteen, or 94.1 per cent, of the seventeen
reporting principals selected the practice, "Holding individual conferences with teachers,"
as one of "major importance." One, or 5.9 per cent, of the principals considered this
practice as of "minor importance." None of the reporting principals considered this prac
tice as being of "no importance." This practice received the rating of eighty-three, the
highest rating, thereby ranking it 1.5. The practice, "Making classroom observations,"
tied with a rating of eighty-three thereby ranking it with a 1.5 rank.
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Data relative to the evaluation of supervisory prac
tices engaged in by principals of white public junior high
schools of Louisiana organized on grade plans such as 6-3-3
or 6-2-4 are presented in Table VIII.

The practice,

"hold

ing individual conferences with teachers," was ranked first
by this group of principals with 97.5 per cent rating this
practice of major importance.
place; they were:

Two practices tied for second

(1) "making classroom observations," and

(2) conducting professional faculty meetings."

Eighty per

cent of the principals rated these two practices as being
of major importance.

Only 15.0 per cent rated the practice

"using supervisory bulletins," as being of major importance;
72.5 per cent considered it of minor importance, and 12.5
per cent considered it of no importance.

Thus, this prac

tice was ranked last in importance.
Table IX reveals data relative to the evaluation of
general supervisory practices by the white public junior
high school principals of Louisiana who responded to the
questionnaire.

The practice,

"holding individual conference

with teachers," was ranked first with 96.5 per cent of the
principals selecting this practice as one of major importance.
The next two practices as ranked in importance by these
principals were:

TABLE VIII
EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES ENGAGED IN BY PRINCIPALS OF WHITE PUBLIC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 6-3-3 OR 6-2-4 GRADE PLAN

Practices

Holding individual conferences
with teachers ..........................
Making classroom observations ...........
Conducting professional faculty
meetings................................
Doing professional reading and encourag
ing teachers to do professional reading
Encouraging and arranging for teachers
to participate in curriculum
studies ................................
Encouraging summer school attendance
and/or extension work .................
Conducting and assisting teachers in
a testing program .....................
Encouraging experimental work ...........
Using outside consultants and encouraging
teachers to serve as consultants. . . .

Importance of Practices Engaged in
by Forty Reportinq Principals
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor Total Rank
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1) Rating
Per
Per
Per
No. Cent
No.
Cent
No. Cent
39
32

97.5
80.0

1
8

2.5
20.0

0
0

0
0

198
184

1
2.5

32

80.0

8

20.0

0

0

184

2.5

24

60.0

16

40.0

0

0

168

4

24

60.0

11

27.5

5

12.5

158

5

18

45.0

22

55.0

0

0

156

6

17
20

42.5
50.0

23
16

57.5
40.0

0
4

0
10.0

154
152

7
8

14

35.0

24

60.0

2

5.0

144

9
in

O

TABLE VIII (Continued)

Practices

Doing visitation and arranging for
teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools . . . .
Arranging for demonstration
lessons ................................
Using supervisory bulletins .............

Importance of Practices Engaged in
bv Forty Reportinq Principals
Major Impor- Minor Impor*- No Impor Total Rank
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1) Rating
Per
Per
Per
N o . Cent
No.
Cent
No. Cent
i
14

35.0

20

50.0

6

15.0

136

10

10
6

25.0
15.0

23
29

57.5
72.5

7
5

17.5
12.5

126
122

11
12

Note: Table'vVIII should read thus:
Thirty-nine, or 97.5 per cent, of the forty
reporting principals selected the practice, "Holding individual conferences with teachers,"
as one of "major importance." One, or 2.5 per cent, of the principals considered this
practice as of "minor importance." None of the reporting principals considered this prac
tice as being of "no importance." This practice received the rating of 198, the highest
rating, thereby ranking it number one.

TABLE IX
EVALUATION OF GENERAL SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA

Practices

Number and Percentage of Principals
Who Selected Each Evaluation Category
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor- Total Rank
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1) Rating
Per
Per
Per
No. Cent
Cent
No.
No. Cent

Holding individual conferences
with teachers ..........................
Making classroom observations ...........
Conducting professional faculty
meetings................................
Doing professional reading and
encouraging teachers to do
professional reading...................
Conducting and assisting teachers
in a testing program...................
Encouraging and arranging for teachers
to participate in curriculum studies. .
Encouraging summer school attendance
and/or extension work .................
Encouraging experimental work ...........
Using outside consultants and
encouraging teachers to serve
as consultants..........................

55
48

96.5
84.2

2
9

3.5
15.8

0
0

0
0

281
267

1
2

42

73.7

15

26.3

0

0

255

3

34

59.6

23

40.4

0

0

239

4

27

47.4

30

52.6

0

0

225

5

29

50.9

22

38.6

6

10.5

217

6

25
25

43.9
43.9

29
28

50.8
49.1

3
4

5.3
7.0

215
213

7
8

20

35.1

34

59.6

3

5.3

205

9

TABLE IX (Continued)
Number and Percentage of Principals
Who Selected Each Evaluation Category
Practices
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor- Total Rank
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1) Rating
Per
Per
Per
______________________________________________ N o . Cent
No.
Cent
N o . Cent____________
Doing visitation and arranging for
teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools . . . .
Arranging for demonstration
lessons
Using supervisory b u l l e t i n s

17

29.8

30

52.7

10

17.5

185

10

12
9

21.1
15.8

36
40

61.4
70.2

10
8

17.5
14.0

175
173

11
12

Note: Table IX should read thus:
Fifty-five, or 96.5 per cent, of the fifty-seven
reporting principals selected the practice, "Holding individual conferences with teachers,"
as one of "major importance." Two, or 3.5 per cent, of the principals considered this
practice as of "minor importance." None of the reporting principals considered this prac
tice as being of "no importance." This practice received the rating of 281, the highest
rating, thereby ranking it number one.
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Second, "making classroom observation";
Third,

"conducting professional faculty meetings."

Only nine of these principals indicated that the use
of supervisory bulletins was of major importance.

This

practice received the lowest rating, thereby ranking it last
in importance.
Data relative to the ranking of general supervisory
practices by the principals are shown in Table X.

This

table shows a comparison in the ranking of practices by
principals of:
through nine;

(1) the junior high schools with grades one
(2) the junior high school organized on such

grade plans as the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4; and (3) the two groups
combined.

The principals' composite group ranked the prac

tice of "holding individual conferences with teachers" as
the number one practice.

Fifty-five of the fifty-seven

reporting principals indicated this practice was of major
importance; the remaining two principals considered it to
be of minor importance.

The principals of schools with

grades one through nine considered the practice of making
"classroom observations" to be of equal importance with
"individual conferences."

The main differences in evaluation

between the one through nine principals and the 6-3-3

or

6-2-4 principals were found in the ranking of the following

t

TABLE X
RANKING OP GENERAL SUPERVISORY PRACTICES ENGAGED IN BY WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OP LOUISIANA AS EVALUATED BY FIFTY-SEVEN PRINCIPALS

Practices

Holding individual conferences with
teachers................................
Making classroom observations ...........
Conducting professional faculty
meetings................................
Doing professional reading and
encouraging teachers to do
professional reading...................
Conducting and assisting teachers
•in a testing program...................
Encouraging and arranging for teachers
to participate in curriculum studies. .
Encouraging summer school attendance
and/or extension work .................
Encouraging experimental work ...........
Using outside consultants and
encouraging teachers to serve
as consultants..........................

Schools, Grades Junior high
Schools,6-3-3
One Through
or 6-2-4 Plan
Nine
Ratinq Rank
Ratinq Rank

Total:
FiftySeven Reporting
Principals
Ratinq Rank

83
83

1.5
, 1.5

198
184

1
2.5

281
267

1
2

71

4

184

2.5

255

3

71

4

168

4

239

4

71

4

154

7

225

5

59

8.5

158

4

217

6

59
61

8.5
6.5

156
152

6
8

215
213

7
8

61

6.5

144

9

205

9
Ul
Ln

TABLE X (Continued)
Schools, Grades Junior High
One Through
Schools,6-3-3
Nine______ or 6-2-4 Plan
Ratinq Rank
Ratinq Rank
Doing visitation and arranging for
teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools . . . .
Arranging for demonstration
lessons ................................
Using supervisory
bulletins ..............................

Total:
FiftySeven Reporting
Principals
Ratinq Rank

49

11.5

136

10

185

10

49

11.5

126

11

175

11

51

10

122

12

173

12

Note: Table X should read thus: The principals of junior high schools, grades one
through nine, gave a total rating of eighty-three to the practice, "Holding individual
conferences with teachers," thus ranking it 1.5. The 1.5 indicates that it is tied in
rank with the next practice listed. The principals of junior high schools on the 6-3-3 or
6-2-4 plan gave a total rating of 198 to the same practice, "Holding individual conferences
with teachers," and ranked it number one. The total rating by the fifty-seven reporting
principals.was 281, the highest rating for any practice, thereby ranking this practice
number one over-all.
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two practices:

(1) the practice of "conducting and assist

ing teachers in a testing program" was ranked fourth hy the
one through nine principals and seventh by the 6-3-3 or
6-2-4 principals;

(2) the practice of "encouraging summer

school attendance and/or extension work" was ranked eighth
by the one through nine principals and it was ranked sixth
by the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 principals.

The composite group

ranked the practice of "using supervisory bulletins" as last,
or twelfth; however, the one through nine principals ranked
this practice as tenth.
The principals were asked to indicate the one prac
tice that they considered to be of major importance.

Only

35.1 per cent of the reporting principals complied with this
request.

Eight principals selected the practice of "holding

individual conferences with teachers" as being the most
important practice.
tions."

Six selected "making classroom observa

Three selected "conducting professional faculty

meetings."

Two selected "encouraging and arranging for

teachers to participate in curriculum studies."

One select

ed "using outside consultants and encouraging teachers to
serve as consultants."
The principals were requested to list other super
visory practices in which they were engaged and which, in

58
their opinion, should be included in this study.

Only two

principals offered additional practices for the study.
These practices were:

(1) conduct special faculty meetings

for new teachers, and (2) arrange for a planned schedule of
faculty meetings for teachers of the same grade or same
subject matter.

Purposes that Junior High School Principals of
Louisiana Give as Reasons for Participating in
Various Supervisory Activities
Practice One:

Doing professional reading and encour

aging teachers to do professional reading.

Table XI shows

the relative rank of the purposes which the fifty-seven
principals of white public junior high schools of Louisiana
had in doing professional reading and encouraging teachers
to do professional reading.

The principals ranked the pur

pose, "helping teachers to discover new materials," first in
relative importance.

Of the fifty-seven who reported,

forty-

one held this purpose as a major one; two did not hold this
purpose as a reason for participating in the supervisory
practice and considered it of no importance.

Table XI shows

the next three purposes in order of their importance as
follows:

TABLE XI
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA HAD IN DOING PROFESSIONAL READING

Purposes

Helping teachers to discover new materials. . .
Pointing out specific reading helpful
in teachers1 p r o b l e m s .......................
Facilitating discussion in professional
meetings......................................
Satisfying the natural desire to be more competent
in an advisory capacity in all fields . . . .
Being able to discuss more intelligently with
parents and teachers criticisms of education.
Exploring new fields............................
Reviewing old practices that have been reliable
Discussing and assisting in interpretation of
readings which teachers have done ...........

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

41

14

2

249

1

34

21

2

235

2

27

1

227

3

29

24

4

221

4

29
17

23
27
30

5
5
10

219
211
185

5
6
7

11

38

8

177

8

Note: Table XI should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,
forty-one recognized as a major purpose, "Helping teachers to discover new materials," while
fourteen recognized the purpose as a minor one; two did not recognize this purpose.
The sum
of the ratings is 249, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
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Second, "pointing out specific reading helpful in
teachers 1 problems11;
Third,

"facilitating discussion in professional meet

ings";
Fourth,

"satisfying the natural desire to be more

competent in an advisory capacity in all fields."

Practice Two:
teachers.

Holding individual conferences with

In Table XII, the purposes which the fifty-seven

Louisiana principals had in "holding individual conferences
with teachers," are ranked according to their importance.
First in importance was the purpose,

"developing in teach

ers confidence, hope, ambition, enthusiasm, and determina
tion."

Of the fifty-seven who reported, fifty held this

purpose as a major one, while no one indicated that this
purpose was of no importance.

The next three purposes in

the order of importance are as follows:
Second, "knowing each teacher better as an individual
and as an instructor";
Third,

"leading teachers to appreciate and accept

opportunities and responsibilities";
Fourth, "giving recognition and praise."

Practice Three:

Arranging for demonstration lessons.

TABLE XII
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA HAD IN HOLDING INDIVIDUAL
CONFERENCES WITH TEACHERS
Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Purposes
Developing in teachers confidence, hope,
ambition, enthusiasm, & determination . .
Knowing each teacher better as an indi
vidual and as an i n s t r u c t o r ............
Leading teachers to appreciate and accept
opportunities and responsibilities. . . .
Giving recognition and praise .............
Helping teachers to know themselves better.
Helping teachers make a long-time plan for
growth....................................
Clearing up doubtful points pertaining to
school policies ..........................
Incorporating each individual teacher into
the professional aroup...................

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

...

50

7

0

271

1

...

49

8

0

269

2

...
...
...

44
29
29

12
26
24

1
2
4

257
225
221

3
4
5

...

25

26

6

209

6

...

20

34

3

205

7

...

23

27

7

203

8

Note:
Table XII should read thus:
Of
recognized as a major purpose, "Developing in
while seven recognized the purpose as a minor
nize this purpose.
The sum of the ratings is
number one.

the fifty-seven principals who reported, fifty
teachers confidence, . . . determination,"
one; none of the principals failed to recog
271, the largest rating, thereby ranking it
cr>
H
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Table XIII shows the relative rank of the purposes which the
fifty-seven participating principals had in "arranging for
demonstration lessons."

The purpose, "demonstrating effec

tive teaching material," was ranked first in relative impor
tance by the principals.

Thirty-one of the responding

principals held this purpose as a major one; eleven consider
ed it to be of no value.

Table XIII shows the following

purposes as second, third, and fourth in importance:
Second,

"furnishing stimulus for continued profession

al growth in service";
Third,

"allowing teachers an opportunity to compare

their methods with others";
Fourth,

"encouraging the use of newer methods."

Practice Four:

Doing visitation and arranging for

teachers to do visitation within the school and in other
schools.

The relative rank of the purposes which the junior

high school principals had in "doing visitation and arrang
ing for teachers to do visitation," is shown in Table XIV.
In first place is the purpose,
demonstrated."

"seeing some practice or skill

Forty principals considered this purpose a

major one; only seven considered this purpose to be of no
value.

In second, third, and fourth places were the follow

ing purposes:

TABLE XIII
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA HAD IN ARRANGING
FOR DEMONSTRATION LESSONS

Purposes
Demonstrating effective teaching material . . .
Furnishing stimulus for continued profes
sional growth in service.....................
Allowing teachers an opportunity to com
pare their methods with others...............
Encouraging the use of newer methods...........
Helping teachers to understand objectives by
demonstration in order to improve their
own practices ................................
Demonstrating some teaching procedure ........
Stimulating teachers in self analysis ........
Allowing a democratic group-individual
attack upon methods of teaching .............

Sum of
Number of Principals
Ratings of
Recognizing Each
Each Purpose
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Rank

15

11

211

1

20

12

197

2

16
17

15
15

193
191

3
4

24

18
16
22

15
17
16

189
185
177

5
6
7

10

23

24

143

8

31

25

Note: Table XIII should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,
thirty-one recognized as a major purpose, "Demonstrating effective teaching material," while
fifteen recognized the purpose^as a minor one; eleven did not recognize this purpose.
The
sum of the ratings is 211, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
CTi
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TABLE XIV
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN DOING VISITATION AND ARRANGING FOR TEACHERS TO DO VISITATION
Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As;_____
Major Minor No Value
Seeing some practice or skill demonstrated well .
10
40
7
Knowing the work of other teachers in the same
12
school as a contribution to unity of corps. . .
33
12
Acquiring higher standards for the
9
school's faculty................... ............
29
19
Observing for comparison, practices that are
20
15
similar to or diverse from present practices. .
22
Evaluating school's and/or individual's program
19
as compared to others ..........................
17
21
Seeing a concrete exemplification of some theory
18
that has previously been merely abstract. . . .
12
27
Learning of the success or failure of former
pupils enrolled in advanced courses and of
13
23
21
the requirements that they must me e t ...........
Becoming acquainted with pupils of the
29
11
17
feeder schools. . . . . .......................

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

237

1

213

2

211

3

185

4

163

5

159

6

151

7

135

8

Note: Table XIV should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported, forty
recognized as a major purpose, "Seeing some practice or skill demonstrated well," while ten
recognized the purpose as a minor one; seven did not recognize this purpose.
The sum of the
ratings is 237, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
CTi

Second, "knowing the work of other teachers in the
same school as a contribution to the unity of the corps";
Third,

"acquiring higher standards for the school's

faculty";
Fourth,

"observing for comparison, practices that are

similar to or diverse from present practices."

Practice Five;
ings .

Conducting professional faculty meet

Table XV presents the purposes which the responding

principals had in "conducting professional faculty meetings,
ranked in order of their importance to the principals.
purpose,

The

"unifying the efforts of the entire educational

staff," was rated first in relative importance.

Fifty-one

■ft

principals indicated this purpose was of major importance.
Only two principals considered it to be of no value.

The

three purposes that were rated next in importance were as
follows:
Second,

"carrying on special projects for the improve

ment of instruction";
Third, "reaching an agreement as to the philosophy
that guides the group's goals";
Fourth,

"inspiring teachers' professional enthusiasm.

TABLE XV
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN CONDUCTING PROFESSIONAL FACULTY MEETINGS

Purposes
Unifying the efforts of the entire
educational staff . . ........................
Carrying on special projects for the
improvement of instruction...................
Reaching an agreement as to the
philosophy that guides the group's goals. . .
Inspiring teachers' professional enthusiasm . .
Planning the integration of newly adopted
practices into the standard program ........
Discovering problems for special study........
Improving old practices .......................
Developing morale ..............................
Exploring the value of standard supervisory
activities and administrative policies. . . .

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

. 51

4

2

269

1

44

11

2

255

2

44
36

9
15

4
6

251
231

3
4

33
29
25
24

19
23
26
25

5
5
6
8

227
219
209
203

5
6
7
8

16

33

8

187

9

Rank

Note:
Table XV should read thus:
Of the fifty-seven principals who reported, fiftyone recognized as a major purpose, "Unifying the efforts of the entire educational staff,"
while four recognized the purpose as a minor one; two did not use this purpose.
The sum of
the ratings is 269, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
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Practice Six:

Making classroom observations.

The

relative rank of the purposes which the principals had in
"making classroom observations" is presented in Table XVI.
The principals ranked the purpose,

"discovering the needs

of teachers," first in relative importance.

This purpose

was a major one for fifty of the principals, while only one
considered it to be of no value.

The following purposes

were ranked second, third, and fourth in importance by the
principals:
Second,

"discovering the especially good and promis

ing characteristics of each teacher";
Third,
Fourth,

"stimulating teachers to do their best";
"developing confidence in the supervisory

program through teachers1 awareness that the principal knows
what they are doing."

Practice Seven:

Using supervisory bulletins.

In

Table XVII the purposes which the principals had in "using
supervisory bulletins" are ranked in the order of importance.
In first place was the purpose,

"citing articles in current

magazines, professional or cultural, that the teachers may
be interested in reading with profit."

Twenty-five of the

fifty-seven principals rated this purpose as being of major

TABLE XVI
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN MAKING CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Purposes

Discovering the needs of teachers .............
Discovering the especially good and
promising characteristics of each
teacher ......................................
Stimulating teachers to do their best ........
Developing confidence in the supervisory
program through teachers' awareness that
the principal knows what they are doing . . .
Learning what administrative change will
facilitate good teaching. . . . .............
Learning the educational practices of each
teacher and evaluating them by reference
not only to basic principles but also to
the practices of other teachers .............
Knowing the pupils..............................
Discovering extent to which teachers are en
deavoring to apply supervisory suggestion
ma d e ...........................................

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

50

6

1

269

1

48
43

9
14

0
0

267
257

2
3

37

18

2

241

4

32

21

4

227

5

31
27

19
25

7
5

219
215

6
7.6

26

27

4

215

7.5

1
Note:
Table XVI should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported, fifty
recognized as a major purpose, "Discovering the needs of teachers, 11 while six recognized the
purpose as a minor one; one did not use this purpose.
The sum of the ratings is 269, the
largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.

TABLE XVII
RELATIVE RANK OP THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA HAD IN USING SUPERVISORY BULLETINS

Purposes

Citing articles in current magazines, profes
sional or cultural, that the teachers may
be interested in reading with profit........
Citing books that contain material of interest
and help to teachers on the problem engaging
their a t t e n t i o n ................... ..........
Summarizing a committee report on conclusions
reached at a teachers1 meeting and stating
procedure that should be followed as a
result of this report .......................
Reporting the results of tests, or the results
of experiments, especially those to which
the teachers have contributed ...............
Announcing the topic for next teachers’ meeting
Announcing a lecture, exhibit, etc.............
Reporting problems that arise out of observed
teaching situations ..........................
Reporting good work of a teacher that has
been observed ................................
j

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

25

19

13

195

1

24

19

14

191

2

20

21

16

179

3

22
12
14

16
26
21

19
19
22

177
157
155

4
5
6

14

16

27

145

7

17

28

139

8

Note:
Table XVII should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,
twenty-five recognized as a major purpose, "Citing articles in current magazines . . . in
reading with profit," while nineteen recognized the purpose as a minor one; thirteen did
not use this purpose.
The sum of the ratings is 195, the largest1rating, thereby ranking
it number one.
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importance.

Thirteen principals considered this purpose to

be of no value.

Table XVII also reveals the following to

be next in importance:
Second,

"citing books that contain material of inter

est and help to teachers on the problem engaging their
attention";
Third,

"summarizing a committee report on conclusions

reached at a teachers' meeting and stating procedure that
should be followed as a result of this report";
Fourth,

"reporting the results of tests, or the

results of experiments, especially those to which the teach
ers have contributed."

Practice Eight:
and/or extension work.

Encouraging summer school attendance
Table XVIII shows the relative rank

of the purposes which the principals of Louisiana had in
"encouraging summer school attendance and/or extension work."
The purpose,

"encouraging and assuring professional advance

ment of teachers," ranked first in importance.

Forty-one

principals said this purpose was a major one; two considered
it to be of no value.

Purposes ranked second, third, and

fourth in importance were as follows:
Second, "encouraging teachers to undertake such formal
study as their needs and potentialities indicate as desirable"

TABLE XVIII
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA HAD IN ENCOURAGING SUMMER SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
AND/OR EXTENSION WORK

Purposes

Encouraging and assuring professional
advancement of teachers .....................
Encouraging teachers to undertake such formal
study as their needs and potentialities
,indicate as d e s i r a b l e .......................
Making teachers aware of their specific needs
for promoting professional growth............
Encouraging attendance by acquainting teachers
with the needs for newer procedures...........
Promoting professional leadership of teachers,
such as consultants, advisory committees, etc.
Recognizing and popularizing successful
application of what a teacher has learned
in summer school..............................
Seeing that the teacher has an opportunity
using what he has learned ...................
Acquainting teachers with offerings in various
institutions or institutes...................

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As;_____
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Rank
Each Purpose

41

14

2

249

1

31

23

3

227

2

31

21

5

223

3

26

28

3

217

4

25

24

8

205

5

26

21

10

203

6

22

27

8

199

7

20

30

7

197

8

Note:
Table XVIII should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,
forty-one recognized as a major purpose, "Encouraging and assuring professional advancement
of teachers," while fourteen recognized the purpose as a minor one; two did not use this
purpose.
The sum of the ratings is 249, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
!-*
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Third,

"making teachers aware of their specific needs

for promoting professional growth";
Fourth,

"encouraging attendance by acquainting teach

ers with the needs for newer procedures."

Practice Nine:
a testing program.

Conducting and assisting teachers in

The relative rank of the purposes which

the principals held "in conducting and in assisting teachers
in a testing program" is revealed in Table XIX.
ranked was the purpose,
needs."

First

"acquainting teachers with pupils'

Fifty of the fifty-seven principals showed this

purpose to be of major importance to them; only one said it
was of no value.

The three purposes ranked next in impor

tance were the following:
Second,

"helping teachers make more effective use of

tests";
Third,

"helping teachers in learning to interpret

test results";
Fourth,

"furnishing evidence that can be used in pro

viding for a more intelligent parent-school conference."

Practice Ten:

Encouraging experimental Research wor k .

The relative rank of the purposes which the principals of
Louisiana had "in encouraging ejqjerimental research work,"

TABLE XIX
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN CONDUCTING AND ASSISTING TEACHERS IN A TESTING PROGRAM
Number of Principals
Sum of
Recognizing Each
Ratings of
Rank
urposes
Purpose As:
Each Purpose
_____________________________________________________ Major Minor No Value______________________
Acquainting teachers with pupils' needs
50
6
1
269
1
Helping teachers make more effective use of
tests
49
7
1
267
2
Helping teachers in learning to interpret
test r e s u l t s
40
13
3
242
3
Furnishing evidence that can be used in pro
viding for a more intelligent parentschool c o n f e r e n c e
34
20
3
233
4
Leading teachers to appreciate the opportuni
ties, limitations, and dangers of testing . . .
35
16
6
229
5
Challenging teachers to greater and more
effective e f f o r t s
32
20
5
225
6
Measuring the general efficiency of the
school
31
21
5
223
7
Revealing to teachers wherein their teaching
has been successful and
unsuccessful.........
23
21
13
191
8
Revealing to teachers their own strengths
and weaknesses.
.......................
.
18
26
13
181
9
-■a-jgaaBaaaggaesassgBBaMaBBaaaaaaaBaBagesaaaeeaagsaaeaaraassaassacsBcaaaagasegcasaacBgggagBgsasssaBBaa i'a
Note: Table XIX should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported, fifty
recognized as a major purpose, "Acquainting teachers with pupils'needs," while six recog
nized the purpose as a minor one; one did not use this purpose.
The sum of the ratings is
269, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
OJ
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is shown in Table XX.

These data show the purpose,

"getting

teachers out of a rut by realization of new challenges and
the creating of new interests," first in relative importance.
Of the fifty-seven principals who responded, thirty-seven
held this purpose to be of major importance; six said it had
no value.

Table XX reveals that the following purposes

ranked next in importance:
Second, "enabling teachers to learn what are proven
principles and procedures of effective instruction";
Third,

"motivating the more interested and promising

teachers to further study";
Fourth,

"motivating teachers to seek and to use other

means of growth in satisfying revealed needs."

Practice Eleven:

Encouraging and arranging for teach

ers to participate in curriculum studies.

Table XXI shows

the relative rank of the purposes which the principals had
"in encouraging and arranging for teachers to participate
in curriculum studies."

The principals ranked the purpose,

"encouraging teachers to use material beyond textbook level
of lesson planning," first in relative importance.

Forty-

eight of the principals deemed this purpose to be of major
importance.

Five of the principals thought it had no value.

TABLE XX
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN ENCOURAGING EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH WORK

Purposes
Getting teachers out of a rut by realization
of new challenges and the creating of
new interests ................................
Enabling teachers to learn what are proven
principles and procedures of effective
instruction . . . ............................
Motivating the more interested and promising
teachers to further study ...................
Motivating teachers to seek and to use other
means of growth in satisfying revealed needs.
Improving teaching by stimulating pupil
research......................................
Developing in teachers the scientific habit . .
Disproving unwarranted public criticisms, such
as "pupils achieve less today than in the
good old days"................................
Stimulating teachers to publish their studies .

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose A s :
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

14

6

233

1

19

4

231

2.5

24

4

231

2.5

31

18

8

217

4

22

26
27

6
8

209
199

5
6

8

20
28

19
21

169
145

7
8

Note:
Table XX should read thus:
Of the fifty-seven principals who reported, thirtyseven recognized as a major purpose, "Getting teachers out of a rut . . . of new interest,"
while fourteen recognized the purpose as a minor one; six did not use this purpose.
The sum
of the ratings is 233, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.

TABLE XXI
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN ENCOURAGING AND ARRANGING FOR TEACHERS
TO PARTICIPATE IN CURRICULUM STUDIES

Purposes
Encouraging teachers to use material beyond
textbook level of lesson planning ...........
Furthering the teachers' ability in correlating
skills in related subject areas .............
Acquainting teachers with teacher1s guide and
with course of study............... ..........
Furthering teachers1 insight about cooperative
curriculum study..............................
Reorganizing and improving the present
curriculum....................................
Acquainting teachers with adopted material. . .
Initiating community surveys in determining
needs, facilities, and possibilities for
teaching. .....................................
Acquainting lay groups with curriculum........
Developing a new teacher1s guide and
study course..................................

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

48

4

5

257

1

38

15

4

239

2

31

21

5

223

3

31

18

8

217

4

29
23

21
26

7
8

215
201

5
6

16
14

25
27

16
16

171
167

7
8

15

19

23

155

9

Note:
Table XXI should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,
forty-eight recognized as a major purpose, "Encouraging teachers to use material . . .
lesson planning," while four recognized the purpose as a minor one? five did not use this
purpose.
The sum of the ratings is 256, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
'j
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The following are the purposes ranked next in importance by
the principals:
Second, "furthering the teacher's ability in correla
ting skills in related subject areas";
Third, "acquainting teachers with teacher's guide
and with course of study";
Fourth, "furthering teacher's insight about coopera
tive curriculum study."

Practice Twelve:

Using outside consultants and en

couraging teachers to serve as consultants.

The purposes

which the principals had "in using outside consultants and
encouraging teachers to serve as consultants" are ranked in
Table XXII in the order of their importance to the princi
pals.

The purpose,

"furnishing a stimulus for continued

professional growth in service," ranked first since fortyone of the fifty-seven principals considered this purpose to
be of major value.

However, eight principals thought this

purpose had no value.

Table XXII also shows the following

to be the purposes ranked next in importance by the princi
pals:
Second, "meeting the needs and problems of teachers";
Third, "providing means of supplying more practical
assistance to teachers";

TABLE XXII
RELATIVE RANK OF THE PURPOSES WHICH FIFTY-SEVEN WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
OF LOUISIANA HAD IN USING OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS AND ENCOURAGING
TEACHERS TO SERVE AS CONSULTANTS

Purposes

Furnishing a stimulus for continued
professional growth in service...............
Meeting the needs and problems of teachers. . .
Providing means of supplying more practical
assistance to teachers.......................
Allowing an opportunity for teachers in making
an intensive study of an interest which has
arisen out of their experience...............
Providing an easy access to competent
assistance....................................
Enabling teacher consultants in developing
individually, socially, and emotionally
as well as professionally ...................
Allowing an opportunity for teachers in making
a constructive contribution as consultants. .
Creating a democratic large group-individual
attack upon educational problems.............

Number of Principals
Recognizing Each
Purpose As:
Major Minor No Value
41
37

Sum of
Ratings of
Each Purpose

Rank

8
12

8
8

237
229

1
2

10

12

217

3

18

10

209

4

20

13

193

5

22

21

14

187

6

19

26

12

185

7

19

23

15

179

8

29

Note:
Table XXII should read thus: Of the fifty-seven principals who reported,'
forty-one recognized as a major purpose, "Furnishing a stimulus for continued professional
growth in service," while eight recognized the purpose as a minor one; eight did not use
this purpose.
The sum of the ratings is 237, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number
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Fourth,

"allowing an opportunity for teachers in

making an intensive study of an interest which has arisen
out of their experience."

Comments by the Reporting Principals
Concerning Supervision in General
Principals participating in this study were given the
opportunity to make comments that they desired to make re
garding supervision in general, supervisory practices or
purposes, and/or any phase of the questionnaire sent to them
for use with this study.

The comments of the principals will

be included as written without any correction in the origi
nal form.

The following are some of the comments received:

Not enough time for desired supervision.
Too much administrative effort in answering cor
respondence, giving reports to parish office, etc.
When possible teachers should be notified at
least one day prior to any classroom visitation by
a principal or supervisor and also each teacher
should be enabled to prepare a program that she
would like the supervisor to see.
Chief obstacle to adequate supervision on the
part of the principal is the amount of time con
sumed in clerical work. Chief personnel difficulty
is the high turn-over rate.
To improve teacher training institutions by plac
ing more emphasis upon mastery of subject matter to
be taught instead of excessive emphasis on methods.
The State Department of Education should prepare
a course of study for each subject offered; for
example, a course of study for Social Studies grades

80
1-12, etc. The syllabus should contain WHAT
should be taught, the SEQUENCE in which it should
be offered, but not HOW it should be taught.
In conclusion, if the heretofore mentioned is
in effect, it will not be necessary to fill the
school board office with supervisors, or to waste
teachers' time with excessive faculty meetings,
faculty study groups, or in-service training pro
gram.
Supervision to me is a personal matter between
each of my teachers and myself.
I try to look at
each teacher as an individual and consider the help
each teacher needs to be individualized.
After classroom visitation there is need for a
supervisor-teacher conference giving recognition
and praise, but being honest with teachers if they
are falling short of expected teaching standards.
Colleges and universities should meet with
supervisors to determine the quality of their teach
er training program.

II.

ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRES

Teachers' Evaluation of the Importance
of Various Supervisory Practices
Table XXIII shows the evaluation of supervisory prac
tices, ranked in order of relative importance, by selected
teachers of white public junior high schools of Louisiana
organized on a one through nine grade plan.

Seventy-four

questionnaires were sent to this group with a return of 67.6
per cent or a total of forty-eight returned questionnaires.
This group of teachers ranked the practice,

"The individual

conference," first in relative importance.

Of the forty-

TABLE XXIII

I

EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY SELECTED TEACHERS OF WHITE PUBLIC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, ONE THROUGH NINE GRADE PLAN
Importance of Practices as
Evaluated by Forty-Eight

Total

Rank

Practices

The individual conference ...............
The testing program .....................
The professional faculty meeting........
The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching field ...........
Teachers are encouraged to attend summer
school and/or to do extension work. . .
Classroom observations by principal . . .
Opportunity to participate in
curriculum studies.....................
Teachers are encouraged and given aid
in doing professional readings........
Use of outside consultants and the
encouragement of teuchers to serve
as: consultants..........................
The demonstration lesson.................

Major Impor- Minor
tance (5)
tance
Per
No.
No. Cent
38
79.2
9
28
58.3
19
25
52.1
20

Impor- No Impor
tance (1)
(3)
Per
Per
No. Cent
Cfent
18.7
1
2.1
39.6
1
2.1
41.7
3
6.2

218
198
188

1
2
3

23

47.9

22

45.9

3

6.2

184

5

26
25

54.2
52.1

16
18

33.3
37.5

6
5

12.5
10.4

184
184

5
5

21

43.8

23

47.9

4

8.3

178

7

20

41.7

24

50.0

4

8.3

176

8

21
19

43.8
39.6

19
18

39.6
37.5

8
11

16.6
22.9

170
160

9
10

oo
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TABLE XXIII

Practices

Use of supervisory bulletins by
the principal .......................
Visitation to other classes within
the school and/or to other
schools ........
................... , .

(Continued)

Importance of Practices as
Evaluated by Forty-Eight
Reporting Teachers
Total Rank
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor Rating
tance
tance
(5)
tance (1)
(3)
Per
Per
Per
N o . Cent
Cent
No.
No. Cent

7

35.4

16

33.3

15

31.3

148

11

14.6

27

56.2

14

29.2

130

12

Note:
Table XXIII should read thus:
Thirty-eight, or 79.2 per cent, of the fortyeight reporting teachers selected the practice, "The individual conference," as one of
"major importance." Nine, or 18.7 per cent, of the teachers considered this practice as
of "minor importance." One, or 2.1 per cent, of the teachers considered this practice as
being of "no importance." This practice received the rating of 218, the highest rating,
thereby ranking it number one.
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eight teachers reporting, thirty-eight considered this prac
tice to be of major importance; only one considered it of
no importance.

The next two practices, ranked second and

third in relative importance, were as follows:

(1) the test

ing program, and (2) the professional faculty meeting.

The

practice receiving the lowest rating in relative importance,
thereby ranking twelfth was:

"visitation to other classes

within the school and/or to other schools."
Table XXIV reveals the evaluation of supervisory
practices by selected teachers of white public junior high
schools of Louisiana organized on such grade plans as 6-3-3
or 6-2-4.
importance.

The practices are ranked in order of relative
This group of teachers ranked first in impor

tance "the opportunity to do experimental work in your
teaching field."

Of the 115 reporting teachers, eighty con

sidered this practice to be of major importance; seven con
sidered it to be of no importance.

The following are the

two practices, ranked second and third, in importance:

(1)

"the testing program, and (2)"the individual conference."
The practice receiving the lowest rating in relative impor
tance and thereby ranked twelfth was "visitation to other
classes within the school and/or to other schools."
Table XXV presents the evaluation of supervisory

TABLE XXIV
EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY SELECTED TEACHERS OF WHITE PUBLIC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 6-3-3 OR 6-2-4 GRADE PLAN

Practices

Importance of Practices as
Evaluated by One Hundred
Fifteen Reporting Teachers
Total
Rank
Major Impor Minor Impor - No Impor Rating
tance
(3)
tance
tance (1)
ts)
Per
Per
Per
N o . Cent
No.
Cent
No. Cent

The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching f i e l d ........ .. . 80
79
The testing p r o g r a m ................... .
80
The individual conference . . . . . . . .
Teachers are encouraged and given aid
in doing professional readings. . . . .
71
The opportunity to participate in
68
curriculum studies................... .
64
The professional faculty meeting........
Teachers are encouraged to attend
summer school and/or to do
63
extension work .......................
The use of outside consultants and the
encouragement of teachers to serve
56
as consultants....................... .
Classroom observations by the
56
principal . .......................... .

69.6
68.7
69.6

28
27
24

24.3
23.5
20.9

7
9
11

6.1
7.8
9.5

491
485
483

1
2
3

61.7

34

29.6

10

8.7

467

4

59.1
55.6

34
37

29.6
32.2

13
14

11.3
12.2

455
445

5
6

54.8

35

30.4

17

14.8

437

7

48.7

42

36.5

17

14.8

423

8

48.7

38

33.1

21

18.2

415

9

■TABLE XXIV (Continued)

Practices

____________________________

No.

Use of supervisory bulletins by
the p r i n c i p a l ..........................
The demonstration lesson.................
Visitation to other classes within
the school and/or to other schools. . .

Importance of Practices as
Evaluated by One Hundred
______ Fifteen Reporting Teachers
Total Rank
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor- Rating
tance
(5)
tance
(3)
tance (1)
Per
Per
Per
Cent
No.
Cent N o . Cent
________
42
46

36.5
40.0

53
31

46.1
26.9

20
38

17.4
33.1

389
361

10
11

39

33.9

39

33.9

37

32.2

349

12

Note: Table XXIV should read thus: Eighty, or 69.6 per cent, of the one hundred
fifteen reporting teachers selected the practice, "The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching field," as one of "major importance." Twenty-eight, or 24.3 per
cent, of the teachers considered this practice as of "minor importance." Seven, or 6.1
per cent, of the teachers considered this practice as being of "no importance." This
practice received the rating of 491, the highest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
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TABLE XXV
EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-THREE WHITE
PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS OF LOUISIANA

Practices

The individual conference ...............
The testing program .....................
The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching field ...........
Teachers are encouraged and given
aid in doing professional readings. . .
The opportunity to participate in
curriculum studies.....................
The professional faculty meeting........
Teachers are encouraged to attend
summer school and/or to do
extension wo r k ..........................
Classroom observations by principal . . .
The use of outside consultants and the
encouragement of teachers to serve
as consultants..........................

Importance of Practices as
Total Rank
Evaluated by One Hundred
Sixty-Three Reportinq Teachers Rating
Major Impor- Minor Impor No Impor
tance
tance (1)
(5)
tance
(3)
Per
Per
Per
No. Cent
No. Cent
No.
Cent
118
107

72.4
65.7

33
46

20.2
28.2

12
10

7.4
6.1

701
683

1
2

103

63.2

50

30.7

10

6.1

675

3

91

55.8

58

35.6

14

8.6

643

4

89
89

54.6
54.6

57
57

34.9
34.9

17
17

10.5
10.5

633
633

5.5
5.5

89
81

54.6
49.7

51
56

31.3
34.4

23
26

14.1
15.9

621
599

7
8

77

47.2

61

37.4

25

15.4

593

9
oo
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TABLE XXV (Continued)

Practices

Use of supervisory bulletins by the
principal ........... .................
The demonstration lesson.................
Visitation to other classes within
the school and/or to other schools. . .

Importance of Practices as
-Evaluated by One Hundred
Total
Sixty-Three Reporting Teachers Rating
Rani
Major Impor- Minor Impor- No Impor
tance
(5)
tance (1)
tance
(3)
Per
Per
Per
No.
Cent
Cent
No. Cent
No.
59
65

36.2
39.8

69
49

42.3
30.1

35
49

21.5
30.1

537
521

10
11

46

28.2

66

40.5

51

31.3

479

12

Note:
Table XXV should read thus:
One hundred eighteen, or 72.4 per cent, of the
one hundred sixty-eight reporting teachers selected the practice, "The individual confer
ence, " as one of "major importance." Thirty-three, or 20.2 per cent, of the teachers
considered this practice as of "minor importance." Twelve, or 7.4 per cent of the teachers
considered this practice as being of "no importance." This practice received the rating
of 701, the highest rating, thereby ranking it number one.
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practices ranked in order of relative importance, by one
hundred sixty-three white public junior high school teachers
of Louisiana.

This group represents a composite of the

teachers from junior high schools organized on the grades
one through nine plan and from junior high schools organized
on such plans as the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plans.
ranked the practice,
importance.

These ^teachers

"the individual conference," first in

Of the 163 reporting teachers, 118 considered

this practice to be of major importance; only 7.4 per cent,
or twelve teachers, considered it to be of no importance.
The next two practices, ranked second and third, in rela
tive importance were;

(1) "the testing program," and (2)

"the opportunity to do experimental work in your teaching
field."

The practice receiving the lowest rating in rela

tive importance and thereby ranking last was "visitation to
other classes within the school and/or to other schools."
A comparative analysis of the ranking of supervisory
practices by white public junior high school teacher groups
of Louisiana is found in Table XXVI.
posed of;

These groups are com

(1) forty-eight teachers in junior high schools

organized on a one through nine grade plan,

(2) one hundred

fifteen teachers in junior high schools organized on grade
plans such as the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 system, and (3) one hundred

TABLE XXVI
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE RANKING OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY WHITE
PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER GROUPS OF LOUISIANA

Practices

The individual conference .............
The testing program ...................
The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching field ........
Teachers are encouraged and given
aid in doing professional reading . .
Opportunity to participate
in curriculum studies ...............
The professional faculty meeting. . . .
Teachers are encouraged to attend
summer school and/or to do
extension work .......................
Classroom observations by the
principal ............................
The use of outside consultants and
the encouragement of teachers to
serve as consultants.................

Teachers in Junior High Schools
Grades One
6-3-3 or
Total:
One Hundred
Through
6-2- 4
Sixty-Three Reporting
Nine
Grade :
Plan
Teachers
Composite
Rating Rank
Rating Rank
Rating Rank
218
483
3
701
1
1
198
2
485
2
2
683
184

5

491

1

675

3

176

8

467

4

643

4

178
188

7
3

455
445

5
6

633
633

5.5
5.5

184

5

437

7

621

7

184

5

415

9

599

8

170

9

423

8

593

9
CD
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TABLE XXVI (Continued)

Practices

Use of supervisory bulletins by
the principal
............. .
The demonstration lesson............
Visitation to other classes within
the school and/or to other schools,

Teachers in Junior High Schools
Grades One
6-3-3 or
Total: One Hundred
6-2-4
Through
Sixty-Three Reporting
Nine
Grade Plan
Teachers
Composite
Rating Rank______ Rating Rank____
Rating Rank
148
160

11
10

389
361

10
11

537
521

10
11

130

12

349

12

479

12

Note: Table XXVI should read thus: Reporting teachers of junior high schools,
grades one through nine, gave the practice, "The individual conference," a total rating
of 218, the largest rating, thereby ranking it number one. The teachers of junior high
schools based on the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 grade plan ranked this practice third with a total
rating of 483. Over-all, the one hundred sixty-three reporting teachers ranked this
practice number one with a total rating of 701.

O
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sixty-three teachers representing a composite of the two
other groups.

It was noted that teachers of one through

nine schools differed with teachers in 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools
much more than the principals of the two types of schools
differed.

In a composite rating, the entire group of teach

ers ranked the practice, "the individual conference," first
in relative importance; this coincided with the one through
nine teachers' ranking, it differed from the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4
teachers as they ranked the practice third.

The teachers of

the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools considered the practice,

"the

opportunity to do experimental work in your teaching field,"
to be first in relative importance.

Both groups agreed that

the second practice in importance was "the testing program."
Teachers of the 6-3-3 or 6-2^4 schools considered the prac
tice,

"teachers are encouraged and given aid in doing profes

sional reading," fourth in relative importance; the one
through nine teachers ranked the practice eighth in relative
importance.

The teachers in schools of the one through nine

grade plan ranked the practice,

"classroom observation by

the principal," fifth in importance; the teachers in schools
operating on the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 grade plans ranked this
practice ninth.
practice,

Both groups of teachers agreed that the

"visitation to other classes within the school

and/or to other schools," rated least in relative importance.
Teachers were requested to indicate the one practice
that was most important to them.

Of the one hundred sixty-

three reporting teachers, 24.5 per cent completed this
request.

Sixteen teachers indicated that the "individual

conference" was of most value; six selected the "classroom
observation by the principal."

Many of the teachers select

ing these two practices made comments clarifying their
selection.

The following are examples:

There are few actual supervisory actions that are
of great help when used entirely alone; however,
classroom visitation, followed by an evaluative con
ference and other practices used congruously are most
worthwhile.
Classroom observation is valuable only if followed
by a conference; nothing is more frustrating than to
have a supervisor observe a class, make a remark
(either flattering or non-committal) and walk out.
The practice,
ed by six teachers.

"the demonstration lesson," was select
They considered this practice especially

valuable for beginning teachers.

Pour teachers indicated

the most valued practice to be "the professional faculty
meeting."

Three selected "the opportunity to do experimental

work in your teaching field."

Each of the following prac

tices was selected by only one teacher as being most impor
tant.

They were:

(1) teachers are encouraged and given aid

in doing professional reading,

(2)

'visitation to other

classes within the school and to other schools,
testing program,

and (4)

(3)

the

the opportunity to participate

in curriculum studies.
The teachers were requested to evaluate twelve gen
eral practices of supervision for this study, and they were
encouraged to add other practices that they considered
important.

Since many of these practices added by the teach

ers were the same in meaning but different in wording their
statements were compiled, rewritten, and presented as
follows:
1.

The use of workshops available at times when the

teachers as well as supervisors may attend and work together.
2.

Help given to teachers with individual problem

students, not necessarily discipline problem cases.
3.

Participation of teachers in given subject matter

area in scheduled meetings where they may discuss methods
and techniques.
month.

These meetings should be at least once a

Teachers within a given school, parish and/or area

meet together.
4.

Parish-wide professional days where consultants

would be invited for lectures and/or demonstrations.
5.

Orientation programs by parish and individual
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school to acquaint new teachers with school policies and
procedures.
6.

One parish school system requires six hours addi

tional work every three years.

Teachers1 Evaluation of Principals1 Help
in Various Supervisory Practices
Table XXVII shows teachers' evaluation of the princi
pals' help in various supervisory practices.
serve a two-fold purpose:

The data

(1) identifies the supervisory

practices of principals as revealed by the teachers' respon
ses, and (2) reveals the degree to which the principals'
supervisory practices were helpful in the opinion of the
participating teachers.

Practices of principals as evaluated by teachers.

The

degree to which the principals participate in various super
visory practices as revealed by teachers' responses is shown
in Table XXVII.

The column headed "NC" indicates 56.4 per

cent of the 163 reporting teachers had no contact with the
supervisory practice,

"demonstration lessons."

This would

indicate that principals are least active in using this
I

practice.
tance.

Principals ranked it eleventh in relative impor

TABLE XXVII
TEACHERS' EVALUATION OP THE PRINCIPALS' HELP IN VARIOUS SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
Practices by Principal
Holds individual conferences.......................
Conducts professional faculty meetings. . .........
Encourages teachers to participate in curriculum
studies ...........................................
Encourages teachers to do professional reading. . .
Encourages experimental work. .....................
Conducts and assists teachers in a testing
program ...........................................
Encourages summer school attendance
and/or extension work ............................
Makes classroom observations. . . . ...............
Uses supervisory bulletins..........................
Arranges for outside consultants and encourages
teachers to serve as consultants.................
Arranges for demonstration lessons.................
Arranges for and encourages visitation within
the school and to other schools .................

VH
65.6
58.3

LH
20.2
24.5

NH
2.5
7.4

AD
1.8
.6

ND
9.8
9.2

Total
VH+LH
85.8
82.8

51.6
56.4
49.8

26.4
20.9
26.4

6.1
7.4
7.9

.6
.6
.6

15.3
14.7
15.3

78.0
77.3
76.2

55.2

20.9

10.4

.6

12.9

76.2

47.9
40.5
37.4

27.0
32.5
29.5

7.9
7.4
7.9

3.1
.6

17.2
16.5
24.6

74.9
73.0
66.9

38.1
14.1

27.6
20.9

5.5
8.6

28.8
56.4

65.7
35.0

15.3

18.4

11.1

55.2

33.7

__

—
—

Note: VH— Very Helpful; LH— of Little Help; NH— of No Help whatever; NC— No Contact
with the practice; AD— Actually Detrimental; Total (VH+LH)— represents the per cent of
teachers that have received some type of positive help from their principals.
The numbers
represent per cent; VH to NC equals 100 per cent.

VO
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Table XXVII further reveals that 55.2 per cent of the
163 reporting teachers had no contact with the supervisory
practice, "visitation within the school and to other schools.
Of the responding teachers, 28.8 per cent had no contact
with the practice,
sultants."

"use of consultants or serving as con

Principals ranked the practice,

"doing visita

tion and arranging for teachers to do visitation within the
school and in other schools," tenth in relative importance.
Teachers ranked this practice last, or twelfth, in impor
tance.

Principals ranked the practice,

"use of consultants

and encouraging teachers to serve as consultants," ninth in
relative importance.
ninth.

The teachers ranked the same practice

Table XXVII shows the per cent of the reporting

teachers having contact with various practices.

This would

indicate the participation of the principal in the various
practices.

The helpfulness of the principals1 supervisory prac
tices as revealed by teachers' responses.

Table XXVII indi

cates the helpfulness of principals in various supervisory
practices as evaluated by teachers.

The principals' prac

tices have been classified into four categories:
helpful,

(2) of little help,

(1) very

(3) of no help whatever, and
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(4)

the practice was actually detrimental.

The categories

including (1) very helpful (VH), and (2) of little (LH) when
combined should show the per cent of reporting teachers who
have received some type of positive help.

The two cate

gories (VH) and (LH) ip Table XXVII or the column heading
marked "VH + L H , " revealed that teachers received most help
from principals in (1) "individual conferences," indicated
by 85.8 per cent of the reporting teachers;

(2) "conducting

professional faculty meetings," indicated by 82.8 per cent
of the reporting teachers;

(3) "encouraging teachers to

participate in curriculum studies," indicated by 78.0 per
cent of the reporting teachers; and (4) "encouraging teach
ers to do professional reading," indicated by 77.3 per cent
of the reporting teachers.

Three of the four practices

were found in the top four.practices ranked as important by
the principals.

The practice,

"encourages teachers to parti

cipate in curriculum studies," was ranked sixth in relative
importance by the principals but teachers indicated it was
one of the top four practices in which the principal was
most helpful.

The principals ranked the practice,

"making

classroom observations," second in relative importance yet
the teachers indicated it was eighth in order of helpfulness
given by the principals.

Of the 163 reporting teachers, 40.5
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per cent considered the principal to be "very helpful" in
this practice and 3.1 per cent considered the principal's
intended help

in this practice as "actually detrimental."

Teachers indicated a need for more help in the practice,
ducting and assisting teachers in a testing program."

"con

The

reporting teachers ranked this practice second in relative
importance yet 10.1 per cent indicated that the principals'
participation in this practice had been of no help.

This

was next to the largest indication of "no help" by the re
porting teachers.

Eleven and one-tenth per cent of the

reporting teachers indicated that they received "no help"
from principals in the practice involving "visitation within
the school and to other schools."

Data from Table XXVII

indicated that in five of the supervisory practices the
teachers reported that over fifty per cent of the principals
had been "very helpful."

Of the twelve practices, the teach

ers signified that in ten of the practices over fifty per
cent of the principals had given some help ranging from
"very helpful" to that "of little help."

Reference to Table

XXVII will reveal (1) teachers' evaluation of principals'
help in supervisory practices, and (2) supervisory practices
that principals are most actively engaged in as evaluated by
reporting teachers.
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Comments by Teachers Regarding Supervision in General
Teachers were encouraged to comment on supervisory
practices, any phase of the questionnaire, and/or super
vision in general.

Of one hundred sixty-three reporting

teachers, 47.9 per cent made comments regarding some phase
of supervision.

Only 24.6 per cent of the principals com

plied with the invitation to make comments regarding super
vision.

The comments of the severity-eight teachers were

studied for the purpose of determining patterns in order to
classify them for reporting purposes.

Definite patterns

could not be determined; therefore, comments that might en
rich the value of the study were selected.
are direct quotes from the teachers.

The comments

No change in the

structure of the presentation has been made except where
words may be omitted so as to keep the identity of the
writer anonymous.

The following are the selected comments:

Although it may seem that my principal does not
execute his supervisory duties to the fullest, I
feel that he is a person who trusts his faculty and
has the greatest confidence in them. Therefore,
since he does have this faith and confidence in his
faculty, he doesn't feel that it is necessary to be
constantly supervising.
The faculty members know
that he feels this way and because of this, they put
forth as much effort as possible so that they may
justify his faith and confidence in them.
I have been teaching for many years, and I have
never been visited in my classroom by anyone except
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my principal.
This was exactly once, and at my
insistence.
Therefore, my comments may not be
very helpful.
Classroom visitation is not some of the follow
ing:
It is not for the purpose of a principal
being able to fill out a printed form for his
files.
It is not a whip to force the will of a princi
pal on his teachers.
It is not intended to provide a principal
material for complaint at the next faculty meeting.
It is not to be used to give the principal more
dictatorial powers over the faculty.
It is not to be used to "initiate" a new teach
er on the faculty or to humiliate one.
It seems to me that my principal does practically
no supervision. He spends his time in the office
trying to figure out ways to make money to support a
junior high football team.
I feel that there is a dire need for supervision
for the improvement of instruction.
This would help
experienced teachers as well as new teachers.
We have special interest groups in our parish for
each subject.
In these meetings the types of
material to be covered and also the minimum amounts
to be covered are discussed and decided upon. Promi
nent speakers from each subject are brought in to
discuss new trends and methods.
In general, I think supervisors are not specialized
enough.
I believe a supervisor should have taught a
subject before he is allowed to supervise it.
The office work of a supervisor seems to increase
each year and they have less time to study and super
vise.
To clarify my evaluation of the principal's observa
tions, I would like to say this:
I do feel that these
observations are needed and can be helpful.
These can
also be detrimental when the principal comes in unex
pectedly and brings a "teacher folder" for evaluation,
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etc. I would feel more at ease if the principal
waited until he left the room to make notes on
his observations.
Rapport between supervisor, principal and
teachers is needed.
A teacher needs to feel that
behind the door of his principal's office can be
found understanding, support, and concrete sug
gestions for alleviating any problems.
The principal must be organized himself before
he can expect this of his faculty. He, as the
foundation must be firm in his expectations.
The relationship between the teacher and those
in the supervisory capacity should be very good.
A teacher should feel that he or she can always go
and talk to the principal or supervisor for advice
at anytime on any school problem.
Organization is very important in any school
program.
If teachers know exactly what is expected
of them, when it is expected and how they can do a
much better job.
All of the supervisory practices mentioned in
Part I can be of some value to the teacher.
The
extent of the value, however, will be determined
by the enthusiasm and vigor with which a principal
who is truly interested in and dedicated to the
improvement of instruction guides and inspires the
program of instruction in his school. These terms
are meaningless words unless they are effectively
implemented through a well-organized program
administered by the principal who has enlisted the
willing cooperation of his entire faculty. Unless
the candidates for the position of principal are
more selectively screened the program of the im
provement of instruction will go wanting.
When a person spends four years in college pre
paring to be a teacher, he has the theoretical ideas
and educational philosophies engraved into his very
being.
It is not summer schooling or in-service institu
tes or theoretical experimentation that he needs but
observation by an experienced supervisor and personal
confidences to help straighten out the kinks in his
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method of dealing with children. Practice, common
sense, and good educational ideals make better
teachers.
A supervisor tends to forget classroom procedure
and, because of lack of normal everyday contact,
pupil behavior.
I feel that the supervisor can
better understand teacher problems and can be of
greater assistance if he is expected to perform
regular teaching duties at least every three years.
I know that my pupils have changed radically from
the time I began teaching at this particular school.
(1955-61)
The pupils the supervisor taught in the
4 0 1s are much different from those in the 5 0 1s and
60 1s .
A supervisor should be wary of making snap judg
ment. First impressions are lasting— the moment a
supervisor steps into a classroom, the atmosphere is
changed. He should not judge the teachers' perform
ance on one half-hour visit.
This happened to me in
my first year teaching:
the supervisor had never
been introduced to me (that's bad) and he observed
my worst class (as luck would have it). He formed
his opinion of my work in those 20 minutes and in
the following years he would ask how was the teacher
who couldn't handle so and so, progressing.
He did
not come to see for himself, and I suppose he still
thinks I c a n 't handle the so and s o 'sI
In addition to all those points mentioned in this
questionnaire, I have found the steady, sincere ex
pression of appreciation when a job is well done to be
the greatest motivating factor in our school. Also
the teachers in our school know that the principal is
ready to support the teachers in their continuous
effort to see that the students put forth the most
effort and use the ability that is within them. When
ever any situation arises where there is a controversy
"all sides" the teacher's, the student and the parents
are listened to with fairness and dignity, the decision
reached is usually satisfactory to all concerned.
Although some supervision is given, there is a lack
of constructive supervision. Not enough help is given
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new teachers. A new teacher is thrown into the sys
tem without orientation. Very little helpful super
vision is given, and as a result a new teacher
becomes discouraged and many times does not return
to the teaching profession.
Often we lose good
teachers on the strength of this.
The most common form of supervision here is the
classroom visit of a supervisor from central office.
It could be much improved by or substituted for a
conference in which we might ask for help as needed.
Supervision is like classroom teaching. When the
student knows we are there to help him and that we
are his friends then he is more teachable. When we
as teachers, know and understand our supervisors and
what they expect of us we do a better teaching job.
When supervisors give constructive criticism in a
"humble way," rather than an I know it all attitude,
I believe teacher and supervisor have a better rela
tionship.
This may be missing your point completely and not
useful to you at all, but I think the very best
supervision is self-supervision from the teacher him
self in his own classroom as he critically evaluates
his own program of instruction with an intent desire
to improve that program by any means available to him.
I heard my principal once say, "I do not have to
visit my classrooms to know what is going on in my
school."
I believe this. He conducts his duties in
a very dignified manner and is greatly respected.
I
feel free to call upon him at any time for help or
advice.
The principal is the key figure in the supervisory
act since he is in contact at all times with the
total school program.
I feel that supervision by
parish personnel from the central office is very impor
tant also but that, to be effective this effort must
be coordinated very closely with the principal.
I
strongly feel that any parish supervisor should report
fully to the principal after each visit.
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Supervision used as a basis for constructive
improvement is of invaluable assistance.
Ours is
just that!
Our group meetings are held once every six weeks
(because of the size of the faculty and the great
number of groups).
The principal meets with one
group while the assistant principal is working with
another. Open discussion is invited. Whether
listening or "getting it off the chest" we have
gleaned new ideas and feel that we have been helped.
In our individual conferences we feel free to ask
and to receive suggestive help from the principal and
the assistant.
At the conclusion of our experimental projects we
evaluate these as constructive or non-constructive
and pass this information to the faculty when we meet
in larger groups.
The harmony and cooperation which exists among our
members is something we justly feel proud.
This speaks for itself in telling you, the out
sider, that our observations and supervision by the
principal are welcomed.
The tact and diplomacy with
which he makes these observations and visits, cause
no resentment but rather a sincere desire and deter
mination to be a better teacher, not the next year,
but the very next day.
Our principal is completely unaware of the activi
ties in the classroom. Many of the teachers here have
praised him for not getting on their backs as their
former principal had, but he is not only "off their
backs," he is totally out of contact with them.
It would be a pleasure to have our principal call
a faculty meeting once every two or three months,
but as it stands now our regular meeting of the year
was held last month.
In regard to number twelve— This practice is so
necessary today with our pre-occupied too busy youth.
Many are from (too many) bad home situations and some
times outside consultations ease feelings of embar
rassment or hesitation or even complete cooperation
in solving problems. Our children today are too much
on their own— both parents leave before their children
and return home at a later hour. We who have to
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assume much of the moral training of these children,
need supervisory help, not only during school hours
or in the classroom itself.
Their contacts and con
duct outside the classroom need more guidance.
Supervision in general has been very good.
It is
a pity our school boards sometimes do not adhere to
the recommendations of the principals. Many headaches
could be avoided and many children would be better
educated or not exposed to a teacher who is there
merely for a check, to kill time or is waiting for
something else to come along.
In our system, the principal has evolved into a
high paid clerk or in essence a public relations
expert who spends so much time maintaining good public
relations between school and community that he is not
even thought of when supervision is mentioned.
My idea of the most effective supervision a princi
pal can give is to observe the work of teachers
through general observation, passing down the halls,
dropping into the classroom.
In so doing he can find
most of the weak spots— lack of planned lessons, lack
of discipline, lack of interest of student and teacher,
lack of a learning atmosphere.
Then through private
conference he can help a teacher to take stock and
overcome his weakness.
A teacher can discover much
about teaching through trial and error if he is kept
on the right track and keeping the teacher "on his
toes" to me is real supervision.

III.

COMPARISON OF PRINCIPALS' AND TEACHERS'

EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES

Table XXVIII shows data relative to comparison of
rankings of supervisory practices by reporting principals
and teachers of the white public junior high schools of
Louisiana.

The practices were listed in this table in the

TABLE XXVIII
COMPARISON OF RANKINGS OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES BY PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS
OF WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA
Supervisory Practices as Listed on Questionnaires
(Stated as Listed on the Principal's Questionnaire)
Doing professional reading and encouraging teachers
to do professional reading....................................
Holding individual conferences with teachers...................
Arranging for demonstration lessons ............................
Doing visitation and arranging for teachers to do
visitation within the school and in other schools ...........
Conducting professional faculty meetings.......................
Making classroom observations ..................................
Using supervisory bulletins ....................................
Encouraging summer school attendance and/or extension work. . .
Conducting and assisting teachers in a testing program........
Encouraging experimental work ..................................
Encouraging and arranging for teachers to participate
in curriculum s t u d i e d ............. * .........................
Using outside consultants and encouraging teachers
to serve as consultants ......................................

Teachers
Rank

Principals
Rank

1

4
1
11

...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...

12
5.5
8
10
7
2
3

10
3
2
12
7
5
8

. . .

5.5

6

...

9

9

...

Note: Table XXVIII should read thus:
The first supervisory practice listed,
"Doing professional reading. . ., to do professional reading," was ranked as fourth in
importance by the teachers and principals returning questionnaires for this study.

same order as found on the principal's questionnaire.
Principals and teachers were in agreement with the relative
rank of importance on five of the twelve practices.

The

greatest points of disagreement were found in two practices;
namely,

"the making of classroom observations" and "encour

aging experimental work."
tice,

The principals ranked the prac

"making classroom observations," second in relative

importance; the teachers ranked the practice eighth in rela
tive importance.

The principals ranked the practice,

"encouraging experimental work," eigltth in relative impor
tance; the teachers ranked this practice third.
ranked the practice,

"holding individual conferences with

teachers," first in relative importance.
ranked the purpose,

Both groups

The principals

"using supervisory bulletins," last in

relative importance; the teachers ranked the practice,

"doing

visitation and arranging for teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools," last in importance.

Of

the reporting teachers, 55.2 per cent stated that they had
no contact with this practice as revealed in Table XXVII.
The practice,

"arranging for demonstration lessons," was

ranked second to last, or eleventh, in relative importance
by both the principals and the teachers.

Of the reporting

teachers, 56.4 per cent stated they had no contact with this
practice as revealed by Table XXVII.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to discover in the white
public junior high school grades of Louisiana:

(1) the chief

ways that principals keep in contact with modern educational
developments which will aid them in supervision;

(2) the

supervisory practices in which the principals engaged and
the supervisory practices which they considered to be of
most importance;

(3) the principals' purposes for engaging

in various supervisory practices and what purposes are con
sidered to be of most importance;

(4) the supervisory prac

tices of most importance to the junior high school teacher;
(5)

the supervisory practices in which the principals engage

as described by the teachers; and (6) the importance of
the assistance given by the principals in the various super
visory practices as evaluated by junior high school teachers.
The questionnaire inquiry technique was used with
this study.

A questionnaire consisting of three parts was
108
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sent to seventy-one principals of the white public junior
high schools of Louisiana.

A questionnaire consisting of

two parts was sent to 227 white public junior high school
teachers of Louisiana selected at random from the schools'
annual reports on file in the State Department of Education.
Part I of the principal's questionnaire was designed
to determine the chief "ways" principals keep informed about
modern developments in education.

A number of such activi

ties or "ways" were listed in the questionnaire.
could be supplemented by each principal.

This list

The participating

principals rated the "ways" according to the importance to
each of the rating-principals. An analysis of the ratings
was made to determine the activities or "ways" used by the
white junior high school principals of Louisiana for pro
fessional information and improvement in the area of super
vision .
Part II of the principal's questionnaire was composed
of twelve general practices of supervision.

These were

determined through reading, professional conferences, and
the writer's educational experience.

Principals were en

couraged to add to the list other practices they consider
important.

The principals indicated the practices in which

they participated and rated the practices according to their
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importance in a supervisory program.

The practices reported

by the principals were ranked in order of importance.
Part III of the principal's questionnaire contained
general practices of supervision.

Listed under each practice

were purposes that principals might consider as reasons for
engaging in each practice.

The principals rated the purposes

in the prepared list in the order of their importance to
them.

They were encouraged to add and rate any other pur

pose they deemed important for engaging in a practice.
The teacher's questionnaire was composed of two parts.
The questionnaire was sent to approximately ten per cent of
the teachers on the faculties of the seventy-one junior high
schools used in this study.

Two hundred twenty-seven teach

ers were sent questionnaires and one hundred sixty-three
responded.
Part I of the teacher's questionnaire was composed
of the twelve general supervisory practices as used in Part
II of the principal's questionnaire.
requested to rate these practices.

The teachers were
Part I was used to make

a comparison between practices principals rated important
and practices teachers rated important.
Part II was composed of the same twelve supervisory
practices used in Part I.

The teachers were asked to indicate

Ill
the practices of their principals from which they had
received help and the degree of helpfulness the principals'
supervision was to them.

The teachers were requested to

4

indicate if the principals'
helpful,

(2) of little help,

"intended help” was:
(3) of no help,

(1) very

(4) actually

detrimental, or (5) if the reporting teacher had no con
tact with the practice.
determine:

Part II was used in order to

(1) the practices in which the teachers said

their principals were engaged, and (2) the degree of help
fulness of the principals in their supervisory practices.
Principals and teachers were requested to make any
comment they desired regarding supervision.

These comments

were included in the report of the study.
A return of 80.3 per cent of the principals' ques
tionnaires and a return of 71.8 per cent of the teachers'
questionnaires were used in the compilation of data for
analysis.

Principal findings and conclusions are presented

under the following sectional headings which were used in
the questionnaires.

Principal's Questionnaire

Chief ways the white public public junior high school
principals of Louisiana keep in contact with modern educational
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developments.

The three ways ranked most important by the

principals whose schools were organized on basis of grades
one through nine are:

(1) study of school problems and/or

ways to improve the instructional program,

(2) in-service

studies by faculty and/or by principals groups, and (3)
regular reading of professional periodicals.

The principals

of junior high schools organized on a grade plan of one
through nine considered,

"attendance at professional school,"

more important than the principals of junior high schools
organized on such grade plans as 6-3-3 or 6-2-4.

The princi

pals of the schools organized on the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plan
considered the "reading of professional books" and "visita
tion of other schools" more important than the one through
nine principals as "ways" to keep current with educational
developments.

Generally, the principals were in agreement

in ranking the "ways" in order of importance.

Most of the

6^3-3 or 6-2-4 schools are located in larger school systems
and cities of Louisiana.

Many of the one through nine

schools were located in rural sections of Louisiana.

This

may be the reason for the difference in the rating regarding
"reading of professional books" and "attending professional
school."
Evaluation of supervisory practices engaged in by
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principals of white public junior high schools of Louisiana.
The principals agreed that the three most important super
visory practices were:
with teachers,

(1) holding individual conferences

(2) making classroom observations, and (3)

conducting professional faculty meetings.

In a study by

Abbott^ these same practices were found as the most popular
supervisory practices in Texas high schools.

Of the fifty-

seven reporting principals, 96.5 per cent considered holding
individual conferences as most important.

The 6-3-3 or 6-2-4

principals considered this practice slightly more important
than did the one through nine principals.

The one through

nine principals considered "conducting and assisting teach
ers in a testing program" more important than the 6-3-3 or
6-2-4 principals.

The ranking of this practice as determined

by the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 principals might be due to the fact
that the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools, located in large school
systems, have more guidance counselors to work with this pro
gram and the principals do not conduct it personally as do
many of the one through nine principals.

Principals of the

6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools consider "encouraging and arranging

■*-John C. Abbott, "Inquiry Concerning Certain Super
visory Techniques in Selected Texas High Schools" (unpublish
ed Doctor's dissertation, Indiana University, Indianapolis,
1957), p. x.
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for teachers to participate in curriculum studies" more
important than the one through nine principals.

This might

be due to the fact that the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools have
these unique characteristics:

(1) the school is a "middle"

school, having to work closely in providing for articulation
with administrative units above and below; and (2) the organ
ization of the curriculum in many of the schools involves
the use of large blocks of time classes, esqjloratory classes,
and a curriculum that involves new trends resulting in more
in-service studies.

Generally, both groups ranked the

importance of the supervisory practices in about the same
manner.

The Principals1 Purposes for Engaging in Various
Supervisory Practices and Purposes Considered
to be of Most Importance
The major purposes that principals had for using
various supervisory practices were determined from the ana
lysis of data.

They were as follows:

Practice One:
Purposes:
materials,

Professional reading.

(1) helping teachers to discover new

(2) pointing out specific reading helpful in

teachers' problems,
sional meetings.

(3) facilitating discussion in profes
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Practice Two:

Holding individual conferences with

teachers.
Purposes:

(1) developing in teachers confidence,

hope, ambition, enthusiasm, and determination,

(2) knowing

each teacher better as an individual and as an instructor,
(3) leading teachers to appreciate and accept opportunities
and responsibilities.
Practice Three:
Purposes:
material,

Arranging for demonstration lessons.

(1) demonstrating effective teaching

(2) furnishing stimulus for continued professional

growth in service,

(3) allowing teachers an opportunity to

compare their methods with others.
Practice Four:

Doing visitation and arranging for

teachers to do visitation.
Purposes:
strated well,

(1) seeing some practice or skill demon

(2) knowing the work of other teachers in the

same school as a contribution to the unity of the corps,
(3) acquiring higher standards for the school's faculty.
Practice Five:

Conducting professional faculty meet

ings .
Purposes:
educational staff,

(1) unifying the efforts of the entire
(2) carrying on special projects for the

improvement of instruction,

(3) reaching an agreement as to
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the philosophy that guides the group's goals.
Practice Six:
Purposes:

Making classroom observations.

(1) discovering the needs of teachers,

(2) discovering the especially good and promising character
istics of each teacher,

(3) stimulating teachers to do their

best.
Practice Seven:
Purposes:

Using supervisory bulletins.

(1) citing articles in current magazines,

professional or cultural, that the teachers may be interested
in reading with profit,

(2) citing books that contain

material of interest and help to teachers on the problems
engaging their attention,

(3) summarizing a committee report

on conclusions reached at a teachers' meeting and stating
procedure that should be followed as a result of this report.
Practice Eight:

Encouraging summer school attendance

and/or extension work.
Purposes:

(1) encouraging and assuring professional

advancement of teachers,

(2) encouraging teachers to under

take such formal study as their needs and potentialities
indicate as desirable,

(3) making teachers aware of their

specific needs for promoting professional growth.
Practice Nine:
a testing program.

Conducting and assisting teachers in
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Purposes:
needs,

(1) acquainting teachers with pupils'

(2) helping teachers make more effective use of tests,

(3) helping teachers in learning to interpret test results.
Practice Ten:
Purposes:

Encouraging experimental research work.

(1) getting teachers out of a rut by reali

zation of new challenges and the creating of new interests,
(2)

enabling teachers to learn what are proven principles

and procedures of effective instruction,

(3) motivating the

more interested and promising teachers to further study.
Practice Eleven:

Encouraging and arranging for

teachers to participate in curriculum studies.
Purposes:

(1) encouraging teachers to use material

beyond textbook level of lesson planning,

(2) furthering the

teacher's ability in correlating skills in related subject
areas,

(3) acquainting teachers with teacher's guide and

with course of study.
Practice Twelve:

Using outside consultants and en

couraging teachers to serve as consultants.
Purposes:

(1) furnishing a stimulus for continued

professional growth in service,
problems of teachers,

(2) meeting the needs and

(3) providing means of supplying more

practical assistance to teachers.
For each practice the total ratings assigned to each

purpose by the principals were added together and divided
by the number of purposes considered under the practice.
This gave an "average value" for all purposes considered
under a practice.

This was done to determine if the "average

rating," of the purposes under a practice, when compared
with other "average ratings" would serve as a ranking device
for the practices.

It was found that the reporting princi

pals assigned the practice,

"making classroom observations,"

first in importance according to the "average rating." This
may be due to the fact that the principals considered each
purpose under this practice to be of more importance than
the

same number of purposes assigned under another practice.

The

"average rating" of all purposes under each practice

was

compared.

The practice ranking second by this method

was "holding individual conferences"; ranking third was
"conducting professional faculty meetings."

The ranking of

the practices under this method supported the ranking of
the

practices by principals fdund in Table IX, page 52.

top

ranking practices were:(1) holding individual confer

ences with teachers,

The

(2) making classroom observation, and

(3) conducting professional faculty meetings.
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Teacher 1s Questionnaire
Evaluation of supervisory practices by selected
teachers of white public junior high schools of Louisiana.
The teachers agreed that the three most important supervisory
practices were:

(1) the individual conference,

(2) the test

ing program, and (3) the opportunity to do experimental work
in your teaching field.

Of the one hundred sixty-three

reporting teachers, 72.4 per cent considered "the individual
conference" as a practice of major importance; 96.5 of the
principals considered the practice of major importance.
There were noticeable differences in the evaluation of the
practices by teachers of junior high schools organized on a
one through nine grade plan as compared to the teachers of
junior high schools organized on such grade plans as 6-3-3
or 6-2-4.
practice,

Teachers of the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools ranked the
"the opportunity to do experimental work in your

teaching field," first in relative importance; the teachers
of one through nine schools ranked the practice fifth in
relative importance.

The reason for this difference may be

due to a difference in the construction of the programs of
studies and methods of teaching used in the two types of
junior high schools.
ranked the practice,

Teachers of the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools
"teachers are encouraged and given aid

in doing professional reading," fourth in relative importance;
the teachers of one through nine schools ranked the practice
eighth in relative importance.

Principal groups from both

types of schools ranked this practice fourth in relative im
portance.

Agreement on ranking of this practice by the

principals would tend to rule out the principal's influence
as a factor in the ranking of this practice by the two teach
er groups.

Teachers of the one through nine schools ranked

the practice,

"classroom observation by the principal,"

fifth in relative importance; the teachers of 6-3-3 or 6-2-4
schools ranked this practice ninth.

Teacher comments from

schools on the one through nine plan indicated three things:
(1) the size of the school was such that the principal
taught classes in addition to doing administrative work and
did not make classroom observations,

(2) school was so large

and with such a variety of grades that the principal found
it difficult to visit often, or (3) supervision was satis
factory.

Teachers of the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 schools were more

derogatory in their comments.

They indicate that: although

the principals make classroom observations that they were
(1) not followed up with individual conferences, or (2) that
visits were made with an "inspector" attitude since the
principal carried a checklist and used it during the visit.
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Teachers1 evaluation of the helpfulness of the princi
p a l s 1 practices.

The one hundred sixty-three reporting

teachers indicated that they received the most help from the
practice,

"individual conferences."

The practice with which

teachers had the least contact was "arranging for demonstra
tion lessons."

Of the reporting teachers, 56.4 per cent

signified "no contact" with this practice.

The practice,

"arranging for and encouraging visitation within the school
and to other schools," was the next practice with which many
teachers indicated they had no contact in the supervisory
program.

It was noted that while teachers ranked "demon

stration lessons" and "visitation" last in relative impor
tance they also indicated they had little contact with these
practices.

Of the reporting teachers, 3.1 per cent reported

the practice,

"classroom observations," as being actually

detrimental.

This was the highest per cent tabulated for

practices that were considered actually detrimental.

Only

40.3 per cent of the teachers indicated that principals had
been "very helpful" in classroom observation.

The princi

pals ranked this practice as second in relative importance.
Although teachers ranked the practice,

"conducting and

assisting teachers in a testing program, " second in relative
importance, it was ranked fifth in regard to amount of help
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received from the principals.

Comparison of rankings of supervisory practices byprincipals and teachers of white public junior high schools
of Louisiana.

Of the three top ranking practices, the

principals and teachers agreed on only one practice.
groups ranked the practice,

Both

"holding individual conferences

with teachers," first in relative importance.

The principals

ranked second and third in relative importance the practices
(1) making classroom observations, and (2) conducting profes
sional faculty meetings.

The teachers ranked second and

third in relative importance the practices (1) conducting
and assisting teachers in a testing program, and (2) encour
aging experimental work.

The noticeable differences in the

ranking of the practices by teachers and principals were:
(1) principals ranked "classroom observations" second, teach
ers ranked it eighth;

(2) teachers ranked "encouragement to

do experimental work" third, principals ranked it eighth.
This would indicate:

(1) a need for better classroom obser

vation techniques by principals, and (2) a need for princi
pals giving more study to ways of working with teachers in
doing experimental work in their teaching field.

There is

also an indication that teachers feel a need for more help
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in the testing program.

The teachers ranked this practice

second in relative importance, while the principals ranked
this practice fifth.

Of the reporting teachers, 55.2 per

cent indicated that the principals' help in this practice
was "very helpful" and 20.9 per cent indicated that it was
"of little help."

CONCLUSIONS

1.

In general, the principals of the white public

junior high schools of Louisiana are in agreement as to the
"ways" most important in keeping current with educational
developments.

It may be concluded that they are concerned

about keeping current with developments and in improving
instruction since they agreed that the principal's "study
of school problems and/or ways to improve the instructional
program" was the most important "way" to keep current with
educational developments.
2.

Principals of the junior high schools of Louisi

ana generally agreed on the . supervisory practices that
were most important.
3.

The principals were also in general agreement on

the purposes which they had for the various supervisory
practices.
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4.

Both teacher groups, those of the schools organ

ized as a one through nine grade plan and those of the
schools organized on a 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 grade plan, agreed
that the testing program was of major importance.

Since

neither of the principal groups considered this practice
among the top ranking practices then it may be concluded
that teachers, who share the burden of teaching, need
supervisory assistance in this area.
More differences were noted in the ranking of super
visory practices by teacher groups than by principal groups.
This may be due to:

(1) the differences, in general, in

size of schools, location, organization, certification;
(2) the fact that principals have more opportunity to attend
conferences
5.

and share ideas than do the teachers.
Teachers indicated that, in general, principals

were very helpful in supervision, although it was indicated
that more help in the following practices would be desirable:
(1) arranges for demonstration lessons, and (2) arranges
for and encourages visitation within the school and to other
schools.
The teachers indicated that the principals "intended
help" was less effective in "classroom observation" than in
any other practice.

This would suggest that improvement
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was needed in this practice by the principals.
6.

Principals and teachers agreed on only one of

the supervisory practices that they considered most impor
tant.

This would indicate a need for more cooperative

planning of the supervisory program by principals and
teachers.
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APPENDIX A

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL'S QUESTIONNAIRE
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September, 1961

Dear Principal:
I am writing to request your help in gathering infor
mation that I hope will prove helpful to junior high school
administrators and teachers.

This information will be used

in completing a dissertation.

The problem pertains to (1)

the principal's supervisory practices,

(2) his purposes for

the practices in the supervisory program of the junior high
school, and (3) the ways he keeps in contact with modern
educational developments.
As a former principal I am certainly aware of your
crowded schedule and the problems involved in the opening
of school but I would be very appreciative if you would
participate in this study.

If you would be so kind to do

so, then please complete the enclosed questionnaire.

The

result of your questionnaire will be kept confidential from
a personal standpoint.
Part of this study will include junior high school
teachers' opinions concerning supervisory practices.

Ten

per cent of the faculty of participating schools, selected
at random, will be used in this survey.
meet with your approval.

I hope this will

If a questionnaire comes to one of
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teachers who has moved please give it to an alternate
teacher. .
Enclosed is a self-addressed stamped envelope for
your reply.

I shall thank you in advance for your coopera

tion and promptness.

The Graduate Committee at Louisiana

State University felt that I must acquire a hundred per cent
participation of principals in this study.
depending on each one of you for support.

I am really
I believe you and

other junior high school principals will be interested in
the results.

The success of this study depends on the pro

fessional cooperation of you and the other junior high
school principals of our state.

I feel confident, having

been one of you, that this group will not let me down.
Sincerely yours,

Tom Southerland
High School Supervisor
Rapides Parish

Send Replies to:
Tom Southerland
Horseshoe Drive
Alexandria, Louisiana
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A STUDY OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES AND PURPOSES OF THE
WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF
LOUISIANA AS EVALUATED BY PRINCIPALS AND SELECTED TEACHERS

It is the purpose of this study to discover in the
junior high school grades (using the year 1960-1961):

(1)

chief ways that principals keep in contact with modern educa
tional developments that will aid them in supervision,

(2)

supervisory practices engaged in by the principals and the
supervisory practices they consider to be of most importance,
(3) the principals' purposes for engaging in various super
visory practices and what purposes they consider to be of
most importance,

(4) what supervisory practices are of most

importance to the junior high teacher,

(5) supervisory

practices that the principals engage in as described by the
teachers, and (6) the importance of the assistance given by
the principals in the various supervisory practices as
evaluated by junior high school teachers.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING AND RETURN WITH QUESTIONnaire:
1.

Check the grade organization of your school.
a.
b.

2.

1 - 9
6-7-8

.

c. 7 - 8_______
d. 7-8-9 _____
e. Other _____

Give the number of teachers on
your faculty.
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3.

Give the number of pupils enrolled in
your school.
SAMPLE*

Below is a sample of how to rate activities or prac
tices in the following survey.
used for rating.

The numbers on the right are

If in your opinion activity number five

(5) rates a "major importance" then circle the number five
(5) to the right of the statement.

If activity number one

(1) rates a "minor importance" then circle the number three
(3)

in the numbers to the right.

If the activity number

three (3) is of no importance or is "not used" then circle
the number one (1) in the numbers to the right.

Other acti

vities in the sample below have been rated.

IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVITIES
Activities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rating

Visitations to other schools
Professional reading
Attending educational conferences
Professional in-service studies
Classroom visitation

5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1

5 = Major Importance
3 = Minor Importance
1 = Not Used

*This is a sample and should not be misinterpreted as
being an opinion of the writer.
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STUDY BASED ON SCHOOL SESSION 1960-1961
PART I
CHIEF WAYS PRINCIPALS KEEP IN CONTACT WITH MODERN
DEVELOPMENTS THAT WILL AID THEM IN SUPERVISION

This section is being used to determine (1) the ways
that Louisiana junior high school principals keep in contact
with modern developments in education, and (2) the ways they
consider most important.

A number of ways that principals

keep in contact with modern developments to aid them in
supervision are listed below.

Add others if you wish to and

then rate all the ways according to their importance to y o u .
To the right of each wav will be a group of numbers; the
number five (5) represents the most valued w a y , number three
(3)

a minor valued w a y , and number one (1) for a way that

you are not engaged in or is of no value to you.
Space is available for "comments."

In this section

please list the way you consider more important than all
others.

Add any other comment you desire.
Ratings:

5 = Major Importance; 3 = Minor Importance;

1 = Not Used or No Value
Ways to keep in contact with modern
developments

Rate According
to Importance

1.
2.

5

3

1

5
5

3
3

1
1

3.

Attendance at professional school
Regular reading of professional
periodicals
Reading of professional books
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PART I

Ways to keep in contact with modern
developments
4.

Rate According
to Importance

Reading of general nature outside
of the field of education

5

3

1

Membership in educational
organizations

5

3

1

6.

Visitation of other schools

5

3

1

7.

Attending educational conferences
or meetings

5

3

1

Study of school problems and/or ways
to improve the instructional program

5

3

1

In-service studies by faculty and/or
by principals groups

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

11.

5

3

1

12.

5

3

1

5.

8.

9.

Comments;
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STUDY BASED ON SCHOOL SESSION 1960-1961
PART II
GENERAL PRACTICES OF SUPERVISION
The following is a list of practices pertaining to
general phase of supervision.

If there are others that you

feel are important and have been omitted please add them to
this list.

Please rate in importance all the practices.

If the practice is of "major importance" then circle the
number five (5), if it is of "minor importance" then circle
the number three (3), if the practice is not used or not of
importance to you then rate it by circling the number one (1).
At the bottom of the list there is space for comments.
Please state the practice that you consider more important
than the others to you.

Make any other comment about this

section that you desire.
Ratings:

5 = Major Importance; 3 = Minor Importance;

1 = Not used or No Importance
General Practices of Supervision
1.

2.
3.
4.

Doing professional reading and en
couraging teachers to do profes
sional reading
Holding individual conferences with
teachers
Arranging for demonstration lessons
Doing visitation and arranging for
teachers to do visitation within
the school and in other schools

Rate According
to Importance

5

3

1

5
5

3
3

1
1

5

3

1
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5.

Conducting professional faculty
meetings

5

3

1

PART II

General Practices of Supervision
6.
7.
8.

Making classroom observations
Using supervisory bulletins
Encouraging summer school attendance
and/or extension work
9. Conducting and assisting teachers
in a testing proqram
10. Encouraging experimental work
11. Encouraging and arranging for
teachers to participate in
curriculum studies
12. Using outside consultants and
encouraging teachers to serve
as consultants
13.
14.
15

Comments:

Rate According
5
5

3
3

1
1

5

3

1

5
5

3
3

1
1

5

3

1

5
5
. 5
5

3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
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STUDY BASED ON SCHOOL SESSION 1960-1961

PART III
PURPOSES FOR PRACTICES OF SUPERVISION
This section is used to describe the purposes that
junior high school!principals give as reasons for participat
ing in the various practices of supervision.

It will indi

cate what they are striving to obtain when participating in
the various supervisory practices.
You will find several purposes listed under each gen
eral practice of supervision.

You may have other purposes

for participating in a practice which are not listed in the
questionnaire.

If so, please add them to the bottom of the

proper list of purposes and rate them along with your other
purposes found in the prepared list.
It is important that you rate these purposes accord
ing to their importance to you.
be used for rating.

The following systems will

To the right of each purpose there will

be three ratings that indicate major purpose, minor purpose,
or not my purpose.

The major purpose will be represented
j
by a number five (5); the minor purpose by a number three
•

(3); if the purpose listed is not a purpose of yours then
it will be represented by a number one (1), not my purpose
or no value.
In order to rate the purposes follow these instruc
tions:

(1) Read each purpose.

If it is one of your
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purposes, then determine its importance to you and indicate
this importance by circling either the number five (5) or
the number three (3).

If it is not your purpose, then

circle the number one (1).
(2) If you have purposes other than the ones listed
please add them and rate.

I
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE ONE:

RATINGS:

Doing Professional Reading and Encouraging
Teachers to do Professional Reading

5 = Major Purposes; 3 = Minor Purposes; 1 = Not
my Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:___________________to Importance
1.

Exploring new fields

5

3

1

2.

Being able to discuss more intel
ligently with parents and
teachers criticisms of education

5

3

1 -

Pointing out specific reading helpful
in teachers1 problems

5

3

1

Helping teachers to discover new
materials

5

3

1

Facilitating discussion in profes
sional meetings

5

3

1

Satisfying the natural desire to be
more competent in an advisory
capacity in all fields

5

3

1

Discussing and assisting in interpreta
tion of readings which teachers
have done

5

3

1

Reviewing old practices that have
been reliable

5

3

1

5

3

1

3

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

5

rv '
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE TWO:
RATINGS:.

Holding Individual Conferences with Teachers

5 = Major Purposes; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not my
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
>
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:___________________ to Importance
1.

Knowing each teacher better as an
individual and as an instructor

5

3

1

Helping teachers to know themselves
better

5

3

1

Developing in teachers confidence, hope,
ambition, enthusiasm, and determina
tion

5

3

1

Leading teachers to appreciate and
accept opportunities and responsi
bilities

5

3

1

Helping teachers make a long time
plan for growth

5

3

1

Clearing up doubtful points
pertaining to school policies

5

3

1

5

3

1

5

3

1

9.

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Giving recognition and

praise

Incorporating each individual
teacher into theprofessional group

• v .y
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE THREE:
RATINGS:

Arranging for Demonstration Lessons

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not my
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:___________________to Importance
1.

Demonstrating some teaching
procedure

5

3

1

Demonstrating effective teaching
material

5

3

1

3.

Encouraging the use of newer methods

5

3

1

4.

Stimulating teachers in self analysis

5

3

1

5.

Allowing a democratic group-individual
attack upon methods

5

3

1

Furnishing stimulus for continued
professional growth in service

5

3

1

Allowing teachers an opportunity to
compare their methods with others

5

3

1

Helping teachers to understand objec
tives by demonstration in order to
improve their own practices.

5

3

1

9.

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

2.

6.

7.

8.
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE FOUR:

RATINGS:

Doing Visitation and Arranging for Teachers
to do Visitation within the School and in
Other Schools

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not my
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:___________________to Importance
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

Knowing the work of other teachers
in the same school as a contribu
tion to the unity of the corps

5

Observing for comparison, practices
that are similar to or diverse from
present practices

5

3

1

Seeing some practice or skill
demonstrated well

5

3

1

Seeing a concrete exemplification of
some theory that has previously
been merely abstract

5

3

1

Acquiring higher standards for the
school1s faculty and staff

5

3

1

Becoming acquainted with pupils of
the feeder schools

5

3

1

Learning of the success or failure of
former pupils enrolled in advanced
courses and of the requirements that
they must meet

5

3

1

3

1

Evaluating school1s and/or indivi
dual ’s program as compared to others

3

5

5

3

1

1
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE FIVE:
RANKINGS:

Conducting Professional Faculty Meetings

5 = Major Purpose;; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not
My Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:___________________ to Importance
1.

Reaching an agreement as to the
philosophy that guides the gro u p 's
goals

5

3

1

Unifying the efforts of the entire
educational staff

5

3

1

3.

Improving old practices

5

3

1

4.

Discovering problems for special
study

5

3

1

Carrying on special projects forthe
improvement of instruction

5

3

1

Planning the integration of newly
adopted practices into the
standard program

5

3

1

Exploring the value of standard
supervisory activities and
administrative policies

5

3

1

8.

Developing morale

5

3

1

9.

Inspiring teachers' professional
enthusiasm

5

3

1

2.

5.

6.

7.
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE SIX:
RATINGS:

Making Classroom Observations

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not My
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1.

Discovering the especially good and
promising characteristics of each
teacher

5

3

1

Stimulating teachers to do their
best

5

3

1

5

3

1

4.Discovering the needs of teachers

5

3

1

5.

5

3

1

Learning what administrative change will
facilitate good teaching

5

3

1

Developing confidence in the super
visory program through teachers'
awareness that the principal
knows what they are doing

5

3

1

Discovering extent to which teachers
are endeavoring to apply super
visory suggestions made

5

3

1

5

3

1

3

1

2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

Learning the educational practices of
each teacher and evaluating them by
reference not only to basic princi
ples but also to the practices of
other teachers

Knowing the pupils

5

^ V T,’,v«y'''V!w
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE SEVEN:
RATINGS:

Using Supervisory Bulletins

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not my
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1.

Announcing the topic for next
teachers1 meeting

5

3

1

Summarizing a committee report on con
clusions reached at a teachers'
meeting and stating procedure that
should be followed as a result of
this report

5

3

1

Reporting good work of a teacher
that has been observed

5

3

1

Reporting problems that arise out of
observed teaching situations

5

3

1

Citing books that contain material
of interest and help to teachers
on the problems engaging their
attention

5

3

1

Citing articles in current magazines,
professional or cultural, that the
teachers may be interested in
reading with profit

5

3

1

Reporting the results of tests, or
the results of experiments; especial
ly those to which the teachers have
contributed

5

3

1

5

3

1

9.

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Announcing a lecture,exhibit, etc.,
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE EIGHT:

RATINGS:

Encouraging Summer School Attendance and/or
Extension Work

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not my
Purpose

I engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________ to Importance
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

Making teachers aware of their
specific needs for promoting
professional growth

5

Encouraging teachers to undertake such
formal study as their needs and
potentialities indicate as desirable

5

3 1

Acquainting teachers with offerings in
various institutions or institutes

5

3 1

Encouraging attendance by acquainting
teachers with the needs for newer
procedures

5

3 1

Promoting professional leadership of
teachers, such as consultants,
advisory committees, etc.

5

3

1

Seeing that the teacher has an oppor
tunity for using what he has learned

5

3

1

Recognizing and popularizing successful
application of what a teacher has
learned in summer school

5

3

1

Encouraging and assuring professional
advancement of teachers

5

3

1

5

3

1

3

1
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE NINE:

RATINGS:

Conducting and Assisting Teachers in a
Testing Program

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 - Not
My Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Revealing to teachers their own
strengths and weaknesses

5

3

1

Revealing to teachers wherein their
teaching has been successful and
unsuccessful

5

3

1

Leading teachers to appreciate the
opportunities, limitations, and the
dangers of testing

5

3

1

Challenging teachers to greater and
more effective effort

5

3

1

Helping teachers make more effective
use of tests
- --

5

3

1

6.

Acquainting teachers with pupils needs

5

3

1

7.

Furnishing evidence that can be used
in providing for a more intelligent
parent-school conference.

5

3

1

Helping teachers in learning to
interpret test results

5

3

1

Measuring the general efficiency
of the school

5

3

1

8.
9.
10.

< '

5

3

1
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE TEN:
RATINGS:

Encouraging Experimental Research Work

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not
My Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1.

2.

3

1

5

3

1

Developing in teachers the scientific
habit.

5

3

1

Enabling teachers to learn what are
proven principles and procedures
of effective instruction

5

3

1

Motivating teachers to seek and to
use other means of growth in
satisfying revealed needs

5

3

1

Improving teaching by stimulating
pupil research

5

3

1

Motivating the more interested and
promising teachers to furtherstudy

5

3

1

Disproving unwarranted public
criticisms, such as "pupils achieve
less today than in the good old days"

5

3

1

9.

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

;

5

Stimulating teachers to publish
their Studies

3.

:’Z

Getting teachers out of a rut by
realization of new challenges and
the creating of new interests

,■

........

....

.
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE ELEVEN:

RATINGS:

Encouraging and Arranging for Teachers to
Participate in Curriculum Studies

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not My
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
Practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1. Encouraging teachers to use material
beyond textbook level of lesson
planning
5
3
1
2.

Furthering teachers 1 insight about
cooperative curriculum study

5

3

1

Acquainting teachers with teacher’s
guide and with course of study

5

3

1

Furthering the teachers ability in
correlating skills in related subject
areas

5

3

1

Acquainting teachers with adopted
material

5

3

1

Initiating community surveys in deter
mining needs, facilities, and
possibilities for teaching

5

3

1

Reorganizing and improving the
present curriculum

5

3

1

Developing a new teacher's guide
and course of study

5

3

1

Acquainting lay groups with the cur
riculum

5

3

1

10.

5

3

1

11.

5

3

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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PART III
PURPOSES
PRACTICE TWELVE:

RATINGS:

Using Outside Consultants and Encouraging
Teachers to Serve as Consultants

5 = Major Purpose; 3 = Minor Purpose; 1 = Not My
Purpose

I am engaged in this supervisory
Rate According
practice for the purpose of:__________________to Importance
1. Meeting the needs and problems
of teachers
5
3
1
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

Providing means of supplying more
practical assistance to teachers

5

3

1

Providing an easy access to
competent assistance

5

3

1

Creating a democratic large groupindividual attack upon educational
problems

5

3

1

Furnishing a stimulus for continued
professional growth in service

5

3

1

Enabling teacher consultants in
developing individually, socially,
and emotionally as well as
professionally

5

3

1

Allowing an opportunity for teachers
in making a constructive contribution
as consultants

5

3

1

Allowing an opportunity for teachers in
making an intensive study of an
interest which has arisen out of
their experience

5

3

1.

5

3

1
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QUESTIONNAIRE
SUMMARY
Please use the following space for any comments you
may wish to make about supervision in general, supervisory
practices or purposes, and/or any phase of this question
naire.

Your comments are encouraged.

All information will

be kept strictly confidential from a personal standpoint.
(This study is based on the supervisory activities occuring
in the school session of 1960-1961.)
COMMENTS:

APPENDIX B

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER'S QUESTIONNAIRE
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September, 1961

Dear Teacher:
I am requesting your help'and cooperation in a re
search project.

I will certainly be grateful to you: for

your contributions.
and return to me.

Enclosed is a form for you to fill out
The purpose of this survey is to deter

mine relative value you attach to the various phases of
supervision and to indicate the degree of help you have
received from your principal in the various supervisory
activities.
The result of this study will be used in solving a
dissertation problem.

Your reply will be kept confidential

from a personal standpoint.

The teachers' evaluation has

been restricted to teachers in white public junior high
schools of Louisiana, grades one through nine, grades six
through eight, grades seven through eight, and for grades
seven through nine.
Do not sign your name unless you wish to do so.

En

closed is a self-addressed stamped envelope for your reply.
The Graduate Committee of Louisiana State University felt
that I needed one hundred per cent participation in this
study for it to be effective and acceptable.

I feel the
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study will be of value to. teachers; therefore I earnestly
solicit your participation.
I will thank you in advance for your professional
cooperation and promptness.
Yours truly,

Tom Southerland,
Supervisor of Instruc
tion, Rapides Parish
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WHITE PUBLIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is divided into two parts.
Form One:

This form will deal with teachers' evalua

tion of the importance of various supervisory practices.
Twelve general practices of supervision are listed as a
guide.

You may wish to add others.

bottom of form and rate.
follows:

If so, add them at the

Rate the practices on the form as

To the right are several numbers for rating.

Circle the number five (5) if the practice, in your opinion,
is of major importance.

Circle number three (3) if the

practice is of minor importance.

Circle the number one (1)

if the practice is of no importance.

Under "Comments" list

a practice that you consider more important to you than all
of the other general practices of supervision.
Form Two:
are listed.

The twelve general supervisory practices

You may add to this list.

Rate these prac

tices in accordance to the help you have received from your
principal in the various practices.

Rate as follows:

If

the help from your principal was very helpful (VH) then
place a check under this column found to the right of the
practice; if the help was of little help (LH) then check
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this column; if the help was of no help (NH) then check this
column; if the help was actually detrimental (AD) then check
this column; if your principal has not given help in this
practice (NC)
column.

(No Contact With Practice) then check this

The school session 1960-1961 will be considered

for this study.
Any additional comments you care to make are welcomed
and encouraged.

Please place these additional comments at

the bottom of the form.
sional cooperation.

Thank you again for your profes
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A STUDY OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES AND PURPOSES OF THE
WHITE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS OF LOUISIANA
AS EVALUATED BY PRINCIPALS AND SELECTED TEACHERS

It is the purpose of this study to discover in the
junior high school grades (using the year 1960-1960):

(1)

chief ways that principals keep in contact with modern
educational developments that will aid them in supervision,
(2) supervisory practices engaged in by the principals and
the supervisory practices they consider to be of most impor
tance,

(3) the principals' purposes for engaging in various

supervisory practices and what purposes they consider to be
of most importance,

(4) what supervisory practices are of

most importance to the junior high teacher,

(5) supervisory

practices that the principals engage in as described by the
teachers, and (6) the importance of the assistance given by
the principals in the various supervisory practices as
evaluated by junior high school teachers.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING AND RETURN WITH
QUESTIONNAIRE:
1.

Check the grade
a.
. b.

1 - 9
6-7-8

organization of your school.
c. 7 - 8 ______
d. 7-8-9 ______
e. Other
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2.

Give the number of teachers on your faculty. ___

3.

Give the number of pupils enrolled in your
school.

___
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STUDY BASED ON SCHOOL SESSION 1960-1961
PART I
TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
RATINGS:

5 = Major Importance; 3 = Minor Importance; 1 = No
Importance

Supervisory Practices:
Rate According
_______________________________________ to Importance
1. Teachers are encouraged and given aid
in doing professional readings
5
3
1
2. The individual conference
5
3
1
3. The demonstration lesson
5
3
1
4. Visitation to other classes within
the school and to other schools
5
3
1
5. The professional faculty meeting
5
3
1
6. Classroom observations by the
principal
5
3
1
7. Use of supervisory bulletins by
the principal
5
3
1
8. Teachers are encouraged to attend
summer school and/or to do
extension work
5
3
1
9. The testing program
5
3
1
10. The opportunity to do experimental
work in your teaching field
5
3
1
11. The opportunity to participate in
curriculum studies
5
3
1
12. The use of outside consultants and
the encouragement of teachers to
serve as consultants
5
3
1
13.
5
3
1
14.
5
3
1
COMMENTS:
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STUDY BASED ON SCHOOL SESSION 1960-1961

PART II
TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF THE PRINCIPALS' HELP IN
VARIOUS SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
VH = Very Helpful
LH = Of Little Help

NH = No Help
AD = Actually Detrimental
NC = No Contact with Practice

Practices by Principal:
1.

Encourages teachers to do
professional readinq

2.

Holds individual conferences

3.

Arranqes for demonstration lessons

4.

Arranqes for and encourages visita
tion within the school and to
other schools

5,.

Conducts professional faculty
me.atinqs

6.

Makes classroom observations

7.

Uses supervisory bulletins

8.

Encouraqes summer school attendance
and/or extension work

9.

Conducts and assists teachers in a
testing program

10.

Encourages experimental work

VH

LH

NH

AD

NC
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TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF THE PRINCIPAL' HELP IN
VARIOUS SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
(Continued)
VH = Very Helpful
LH = Of Little Help

NH = No Help
AD = Actually Detrimental
NC = No Contact with Practice

Practices by Principal
11.

Encourages teachers to
participate in curriculum
studies

12.

Arranges for outside consultants
and encourages teachers to
serve as consultants

COMMENTS:

VH

LH

NH

AD

NC
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QUESTIONNAIRE

SUMMARY

Please use the following space for any comments you
may wish to make about supervision in general, supervisory
practices or purposes, and/or any phase of this question
naire.

Your comments are encouraged.

All information will

be kept strictly confidential from a personal standpoint.
(This study is based on the supervisory activities occuring
in the school session of 1960-1961.)
COMMENTS;
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November 4, 1961

D e a r _________________ :
I recently sent questionnaires to 235 selected junior high
school teachers and 75 junior high school principals to
make a survey of supervisory practices, purposes, and value.
Many of the questionnaires have been returned, but because
of the limited number in this study, I need almost 100 per
cent return.
I realize you have been very busy with the beginning of
school, but may I again appeal to you to complete this
questionnaire and forward it to me as soon as possible.
I
sincerely feel that this study will be beneficial to all
educators (teachers and administrators) involved in junior
high school work. When your questionnaire comes to me, the
envelope will be opened, the completed questionnaire placed
in a large box, and the envelope number assigned to your
school checked off to show that your source of information
is in. Your information.is strictly confidential— this is
why I request that you do not sign your name.
If you doubt
my confidence, then please remove the number on the envelope.
I do need your cooperation.
Please let me hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
/s/ Tom Southerland
Tom Southerland
TS :pw

VITA

Thomas Paul Southerland was born in Bossier City,
Louisiana on June 9, 1920.

He received his elementary and

secondary education in the public schools of Bossier City.
He attended Louisiana State Normal College at Natchitoches,
Louisiana and graduated with the degree of Bachelor of
Science in 1943.

In June, 1943, he entered the United

States Naval Reserve Midshipmen's School, Columbia Univer
sity, New York and was commissioned as an Ensign, U.S.N.R.
on October 20, 1943.

After serving as commanding officer

of several ships in the Atlantic and Pacific theaters of
war, he was released to inactive duty in January, 1946.

He

was honorably discharged as a Lieutenant (junior grade) in
August, 1954.
The year following his release to inactive duty from
the Navy he served as Deputy Tax Assessor of Bossier Parish.
In January of 1947 he accepted a teaching and coaching
position at Bolton High School, Alexandria, Louisiana.

Dur

ing the summers of 1947, 1948, and 1949, he did graduate work
at Louisiana State University.
the Master of Science degree.

In August, 1949, he received
He served as head coach and
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athletic director of the new Pineville High School during
the school session of 1952-1953.

In September, 1953, he

accepted the principalship of the new Cherokee Elementary
School, Alexandria, Louisiana where he remained for four
years.
In September, 1957, he moved to the new Alexandria
Junior High School as principal.

In the summer of 1958 he

continued his graduate work by attending the University of
Mississippi.

He transferred his graduate study to Louisiana

State University in the summer of 1959.

In June, 1961, he

accepted the position of Supervisor of Instruction for
Junior and Senior High Schools of Rapides Parish.
serving in that capacity.

He is now

•

The writer is married to the former Maxine C. Aycock
and has two daughters, Judith Ann and Lisa Louise.

The

writer and his family reside at 2307 Horseshoe Drive,
Alexandria, Louisiana.
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